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Thi« publioation 1« in tarée partit 

Pel* I  Hie Report of the Seminar, includili« a summary of tht die- 
eussions and the conclusions and recommendations, with 
annexes including the statements made to the opening meetings, 
the agenda, lists of the participants and papers presented, 
and summaries and comments on certain of the papers. 

Pert XX  llie Proceedings of the Seminar, including six selected papere 
representative of the principles and practices of the auto- 
mobile industry. An Appendix to the proceedings presents data 
on the import and assembly of vehicles in seven developing 
countries. 

Part III, now being completed, will be a tabular catalogue of automotive 
manufacturing and assembly plants throughout the world. 

I» selecting the papers to be published in Part II, care has been taken to 

•Mure that all aspects of the automotive industry are oovered and that the 

variou« approaches and viewpoints expressed in the meetings are represented. 

An attempt has been made to present a balanoed view of the principles and 

praotioee of the automotive industry as represented in various geographioal 

region«. Some papers of merit have been omitted because the topic has been 

adequately oovered in another paper, or they exoeed the soope of thie publiea- 

Uon, or because they have been published elsewhere. 
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aXPlAHATORY tfOTlS 

••Billion" signifiée a thousand million. 

"tollaps" refers to United States dollars  (US|) unless otherwia« indicated. 

"Pounds" (£) refers to British pounds sterling. 

ABBREVIATION 

ÄD Completely knocked down 

ÍAD Serai-knooked down 

ISO Intarnational Organization for Standardisation 

LAFTA        Latin American Free Trade Association 

United Nations Organizations 

BCA United Nations Economie Commission for Africa 

UCLA IJnited Nations Economie Commission for Latin Amerio* 

IBRD International  Bank  for Reconstruction and Développant 

International Finance Corporation 

International  Labour Organisation 

ire 

ILO 
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fi» Seeunar on tht Eetabli»htmni of th« Automotive îadwatry, ^rmmiwmá 

hjr mm in collaboration with the 'loveront of í**«choii I évalua, *a* h*ii ,. 

Rftrlovy Vary,   Cz«choalovakia,   fro•  M  February   to   Ì4 «arch  1 *:.*!. 

Th«  participants  included  .«pert« m many  aop^t« of th.  »ut*«*,tiv« 

industry who c«,   together to di.,iu„r  tht .rano.1«-,   techm-l   «nd   fl„«« m, 

•lM»ntf3   of the   «otablnhment   of  automotive  and   related   .n-luntri«   .n  .lev«!. 

opin« countries.      (A   li.t of the   part,ripant*  and   ob«rv,r, at   th*  B««n,r  » 

presented   in annex  6   of this report.)    T*e p,rtir l|iant!.  .,•**  fro«        .-..^tr,«, 

thirteen   in Europe,   aix  in the America«,  three   m   Afri.-,   mi   f.ve   ,n  l|tu,     ^ 

following international  organisât ions  sent observer«:     ihr <intWH Rat wm» 

Economic  Cosan „mone   for Africa  and   Latin Amerio,   the   international   Uh„«r 

Organisation,   th«   International   Hank   for Hwon.tru.'t.on and Deveiap-nt »«4 

th«  International   Finance Corporation. 

Mi.   Jan Schulmann,  Chief,   Department of Techm-al   un.« gconosnr  ¡torvie«., 

Jaw« Korks,  Prague,   Czechoslovakia,  was alertad Chai mar.  o!   the a««tiiig, 

*r.  Joaquín Rodrigos  Ooncalvet»,   Secretary   leñera!   of the National   Syndicate 

of Automotive Manufacturer,,  Brazil,   and Mr.   OUyoni   0I,*,U,   Director   (*^Hnnvml 

and  Electrical   Department),  Federal   Hmintry  of Work, and Houoing,  Hi*..-,«, mm 

elected   First   and   Second  Vice-chairman,   respectively.     *r,  ,'.   H.   St-phe»!-., 

Consultant   to Otonan,   Turkey,  officiated a»  rapporteur.     :)„„•«,,„„   <t.,i«rn  of 

the  segnar «ere:      Mr.   V.  .Tanna,   Mr.   :'..   Kejva! ,   Mr.   A.   *»ha,  and  Mr.   .1.   Valéry 

(Czechoslovakia),   Mr.   F.   Pl,-!lri   (Prance J,  «r.   R.   Moork-.mp  < federal   f^.put.i   •    of 

Germany),   Mr.   A.   I.    Oaaann (United  Arab Republ i<g ,   Mr.   !).   .1.   l'*ge  "i,ijt.«d 

Kingdom),   Mr.   J.   Baokel   (ECU),   Mr.   'J.   Moore  (ILO)   and Mr.   .!.   Path  f "'NI IM»>. 



Mr.   Otto   V.   oopkuty,   Chief  of  ih«   Engineering   In<luntnep   Section, 

In (atrial   Terhnolo^   lnvioion  of  'miW,   and  Mr.  Oscar r¡on   il e'-Hernandez   of 

that   Section,   who  had  collaborated   in  arranging th«   semmai,   anointed   in  con- 

i'i<~twig  the  neetingr. 

Mr.   A.   I-aHSk,   Vice-chairman  of   the  Cwhonlovak i;ui   Keierai   Commit te« 

for   Industry,   wr> ! -ome-i   the   part i <M pant:--   on  behalf of  the  hont   'Jo-, ernment. 

Mr.   V.  Koppert,   ; ireotor of  the Ai'.onH.tiv*  Henearch   Institute   of   C/eohoi-1 ovakia 

and   Co-director   of the  reminar,   vr.   8oBkuty  and  Mr.   J.   Schulmann  also addressed 

the  oper inj* meeting. 

In  a  mwpr^  to  the  uemu.tr,   Mr.   Ibrahim H.  At-i« I-Rahman,   Executive 

Director of 'WI DO,   stressed   the   importane« a!'  the role played   by   the automo- 

tive   industry   in   the economy  of a country,   particularly  m  view  of  the  broad 

range of  technological   and  manufacturing processe«   involved   m   this single 

industry.     The  motor vehicle,   he  raid,   could  make a   unique  contribution  to 

social   and  economic evolution,   brin^i^ people and   ideas  together  from remote 

areae to the major centrer of activity  and  opening the wa^  to   improved educa- 

tion,   recreation  and medica!   care.     (Statementr ^ade  to  the meeting are 

presented   in  arm« /   l.j 

The agenda  of the  seminar (annex ?)   included the presentation of studies 

from major automobile manufacturers and   experti-  from developed  countries to 

supplement   the discussions and  to  provide a  practical   view of  the automoUv» 

industry.     The  host Government arranged  visits  to automotive assembly  plant« 

and  related  industrien. 

The Report  of the meeting represents  o- view« of the participants, who 

attended the meeting in  their personal   capacities and  not as official  repr«- 

«•ntativ««  of their orgaiv aation. or Governments.    The views expressed art 

those of the group or of the  individual   contributors and do not  necessarily 

reflect the views of UNIIX.. nor those of the Governments concerned. 
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Introduction 

1.        Th. dav.lopm.nt of an automotive industry in a now country invola a 

-id. ran«, of production, from raw materials to finished vehicles.    A motor 

oar ass.mbly  plant that relies entirely on the  import of finished parts can 

b. neither profitable nor effective  as a contribution tu a country's indus- 

trial maturity,    ft. assembly plant,   however,   is prerequiSite  to the  integration 

of locally .ade parts  in the final   stages of production.    Ttte real  problems are 

•«•rally  found in the manufacture of parts,  their cost,  their quality and the 

reliability of their supply.    Progress will   inevitably be slow at first and 

problems will   proliferate.    Each step forward will  increase  the possibility 

that poor quality or short supply «ay halt production and create higher costs. 

2.        All  those who carry the burden of a country's industrial  development, 

inoluding management, have the responsibility to foresee the  future and to pra- 

wn» and husband resources,    à cursory vi.w of industry will  reveal a factory 

•fmronment and the dirt and noi., of th. shop floor.    Behind this practical 

»•pact, however,  if progress is to b. mad.,  there must be disciplines as exact- 

i«f a. those of science,    ft. definition and discu..ion of th... discipline 
MM th. purpose of the seminar. 

Ì.        Th. following quotation suggest, typical step, in scientific progress me 
industrial advancement: 

hu»H*.rfrry*!CleriCe hM a natural cu• of development.    At first  it is 
burd.n.d with erroneous pr-aci.ntific beliefs and pos.s its problem. 

•thl inuTZZlll8 8l?W-    A Bl°* «•th-riB« °f caref"U* obs'eriiTfacts 
lfctí    as inserí     E* "J"*? t0 the r0rmin* 0f «""»nations. 

mu^n'te :ran^:^I/ ' ^^      ^ ^ %° 0
°*

1MC#
 ^ 

4.        fh. automotiv. industry ha. been a very effective contributor to indus- 

trial development.    It covers a wider field of effort than any other industry. 

A small   passenger car may include ?f500 major parts and assemblies, or PO.OOO 

parts  xr .wry nut and bolt  is counted  separately.    Almost every aspect of th« 

manufacturing process is used m building a motor-car,  and approximate!" 60 

different types of materials are used   in its construction. 

¿/    Rattray Taylor, Q.t m. Biologi   <Vi~ 
j^gb,  Thame, and Hudson (London,  V}6ñ). 
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5.        Wille this wide variety  of manufacturing effort offers  increasing oppor- 

tunities   for  industrial  development  through manufacturing  integration,  the 

2,500 major parts and assemblies  used  in the manufacturing of the average car 

create   ?,500 possibilities of high cost  in manufacture and  the  same  number of 

quality   problems,  many of which  could halt  production.     Each of the many mate- 

rials employed  in manufacturing can also create problems of cost, quality or 
supply. 

6.        It  is a weakness of mankind to label  its problems,  thus obscuring their 

real nature and causes.    "Diseconomy of scale" and the "technological gap" are 

examples  of this tendency.    Pains have been taken to discover the essence of 

these problems and their cause.     Thus, while know-how cannot be watered down 

in proportion to  ohe scale of volume, manufacturing processes can be found to 

suit different levels of volume,  not necessarily with cost increases or quality 

problème.    There is a wide gap between the technology of developed and devel- 

oping countries, but most of the business of making motor vehicles is conducted 

at «hop-floor level, «here the technology is that of manufacturing engineering, 

plant engineering, tool design and toolmaking,    liiere is no reason, for «xa«pie, 

why skills in toolmaking in a developing country should not be equal to the urni 

skills in a developed country.    Prom this point of view, much can be done to 

narrow the gap, even though the gap may grow even wider fro« other points of 
view. 

Î.        It is only in recent year«, both in Europe and in Mort h America, that 

large nuaber. of university student, have begun to find placet in industry. 

Ifcis ne« factor has been made possible by the development of industrial di.oi- 

plines in management and administration and in teohnioal and delegated authority. 

Developing countries must use university students to bring these new dieci pi ine« 

into industries in the earlier stages of development. 

8.       Ine present report seeks to follow the logical sequence of progreesiv« 

development m automotive-induatry planning.    It is hoped that the work of ta« 

.eminar «11  serve to expand the idea, already develop«! and help to evolva 

other idea, of even greater significance, and that the report will serve M m 

effective manual  of instruction  for the national planner, of developing 
countries.» 

il *>r a complete H.t of the dooue^t. preeented to the «sanar «. anne* 7, 
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OP PmiMIK»T « 

t.        mi. ehiptar i. concrnad with th. infrastructur. of a «««try.. 4^,1. 
op~„t «4 thos. AmnU that d.UrmiM the qu^tin^^ of nw ^ toUl 

»-liei, r^uira-nt.    It o^ot b. M.«d that th. pr..«* Uv.i, and .paci- 
fieatio» of motor-vahicla .upply ^ id.ally ,uit#d ^ ^^ ^^    ^ 

cTtr? "8t thWf0re WÌn WUh PMMnt »^  •^ft^l« and quantity 
Con id.rat.on can than b. givan to th. futura.    Techno logical, economo and 

•oeial changa, cannot ba pradictad for „.ora than tan years in advanoe and Uttl. 

«••ful  planning can b. dona bayond this priod of tima.    T*. first fiv y.ars 

0*» b. pradictad with reaaonabla confidane.,    th. sacond fiv. years, howavar, 

~.t b. ragardad only a. quantifications of anticipatad trands rath.r than a. 

fir« a.timat.s on which commitments can b. mad..    Nevertheless, predictions of 

trand. for tha ssoond five y.ars can b. v.ry important,  indicating ultimata 

l»li»t 81a.t «ta raquir.mantB and pr.f.r.nc.fl a. to geographical locatxon.    It 

i. »1.0 possible to pr.dict trands in population growth and population distri- 

butxon,  road and oth.r transport facility d.v.lopma„t, and the probabl. devi- 

ant of th. ancillary and supporting industrias to tha motor-v.hicl. industry 
itaalf, * 

10.      Inevitably thara will b. a distinction b.tw.n what i. practicabl. and 

What is merely d.sirabl. in th. dav.lopm.nt of a motor xndustry and xn th. 

dxstrxbution of its products.    1*. pot.ntial demand xS always greater than th. 

figuras  shown in the historical   record and xts projectxon.    Thxs potential  is 

only valid,  however,   for one point  xn tin»,   for if the  restrxctxons present at 

that  ti«,  are re.oved,  the  potential  existing in the earlier years ^ disappear. 

The planner's task,  therefore,   is  to measure the change  that results from 



m   It   "* 

planned   intervention.     The   potential   of planned   intervention a» an   indicator 

of scop©  for change oan  only  he measured  at a given   point   ,n  time. 

Factors  influencing vehicle demand 

Piwoenjrer cars 

11.       The appeal   of the  passenger car is  universal   because of  its convenience, 

the  freedom of movement   it  offer«, and  its capacity  for providing enjoyment 

and recreation, muß many people will make considerable uacrificee to obtain 

one. Anile from direct restrictions on import, income per capita and vehicle 

price have been  the decisive   ¡actors   in  the size  of  the  current  vehicle park. 

1?.       me vehicle  park constata of vehicles  that have  chañad hands many   time« 

and may be  from u  to  I? years old,   some  that are  relatively new and  some   late 

»odels.    The International   Bank for Reconstruction and  Development  (International 

Development Association)   presented a paper to the  seminar on "Automobile deeuutd 

in developing countries",   which is concerned with vehicle-purk forecasting and 

cofflmentB on the significance of "vehicle  life«.     -Hie  paper makes an  important 

contribution to the general   problem of forecasting and  should be useful  to 

countries already   m a fairly advanced stage of development.    The  paper,  which 

is  reproduced  in Part II   of  thir publication,   illustrates the wide range of 

variables by which quantification of demand   -an be qualified. 

1 *.       The manufacturer of   passenger cars  in developed  countries has  the prob le« 

of asneasing the degree of market penetration  for both  the home and  the export 

markets.     Market  penetration   is  influenced by product  appeal,  customer loyalty, 
manufacturing reputation and   public   Im;ifie  -lr mil   aB  Bnle„ mrvi09 md ^^ 

organization network and  outlets,  advertising campaigns,  manufacturing capacity 

and   product availabilit   ,   price   m relation  to competition in  the tiame market 

field and changes   m the  income  structure by age groups.     In developing coun- 

tries,   for example,   the purchasing capability of younger buyers   le  on the 
increase. 

14.       In spite of all  these  variables,  the principal   manufacturers  in develop 

countries have taken  the   following steps  in   their new product offerings and 

launching plnun,   at   production   calen   in  orcein  of   t f « H n    pPf.   jftyl 

(a) Designed,   enuncerei,   and   prototype-tested   the new  vehicles 

(b) BMablinhed   total   facility  requirement«,   ne* and existing tool., 
machines and   product.on method,»;   ar,d manufacturing capacity for 
every   part  and   assembly| ' 
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(o) Started timing programmai 

(d) Established manu fac tun ne coHtn  in + «•«~    *• 
PTt cost,  variable an" non-^rxabU  o'rhe ^^  ^  V"*•"°« tooling coBt; ariaoie overhead cost,   investment and 

(•)  Developed pre-produrtion  training programmée-  1n,i  ^ 
requirements; programmes   md manpower 

(f)  Pilled   the deal em»   «howrooms with ^hiHe-  ini  íh~ 
stations with  eenential  spare  parts;" ^'"^ 

\§)  Mitiiaated total   salf»R ami   mort«*      * 
aampaigns; market P^^tion; developed advertising 

{ft) Estimated  total   non-t    tha  ni.^,,^4 -. 
of profitability    aíd Îhe rlwf10n vo1^.  the break-even point 

F      "aül"Vi  ana the return on investment at  R«l«r>+.»H  <«„— 
ments of increased  production volume. selected  mere- 

ly      »iL the national  planner „ not directly concerned with «o,t of these 

P*t»t.. an understanding of the depth and breadth of eontr«! that can be .«er- 
ci »ed  ig of general  intereet. 

X«.      Ik. r„«. „r oo-.«U1  v*!,!..,  trom ll(ht „„. t0 th. hMï.Mt 

««. « .'.r .id«, r«,. of .*., V„. ^ .. th. OM, „lth pisMnÄsr 

.« Il      ! ",
p
d,ï,l°,Wd C0UMrÌ" " *« ""»'*»*. »U» i- -tin, th. 

r ff,ri°« t~d" -* «—»«il •M~.    Por d.v.iopin, oou„- 
*P****  * rationalization of vehirl« +VM *»„,»  -        ^   •   *. • vehicle type and a restriction on the variance 
within each type is inevitable. 

i?.      m. national planner», probi., begin, with th. establishment of this 

rationalisation and limitation on the beai, of the historical record.    Tfcere- 

•ffr he «ay begin to establish projected quantification.    Desk studies and 

«atUe-Uca! formulas are not likely to be of practical value.    Discussion 

-ith interested bodies and field work must be the basis of calculation.    In 

«to. reepect we «ay list some of  .he underlying factors of quantification: 

U) an^I.?ÌrT"taT "* f0rWard Plans in basic industries, iron 
«d steel chemicals and plastics, agriculture, power supply. 21 
»«ter, oil and natural resources; suPP^i «as, 

(h) ??¡¡hTÍJrd*8t17 ;1*nnin« - heavy industry,  electrical  industry, light industry and textiles; ^» 

(0) Pu!!.Pfo^ÍX:rllÍbanÍ'aíi;n Plan8'   T°ad  Planning and develop-nt plans  for other forms  of transport  (rail,  water,  pipe ii„eBJ; 

lÍoarlÍra1«L^an?POrt "^«••nf.  Postal  servine.,  schools, 
local  tradesmen's  transport,  motorcycles and military requirements. 
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Special vehicles 

18. Engine-manufacturing facilities can be provided which will produce a 

range of engines suitable to bus and tractor motivation.    Tho same engines 

serve a wide range of equipment,  such as building appliances,  commercial and 

pumping gear,  farm machinery,  and earth-moving and road-making devices. 

19. Gear boxes,  axles,  suspension units and many other iterm   of truck-vehicle 

specification can be  commonly  found with bus-chassis spécifications.     Bua bodies 

and truck bodies can be manufactured with common facilities.    Ihese  factors must 

be considered in establishing rationalization,  and will  form part of future 

manufacturing integration planning. 

20. Snow-clearing equipment and caterpillar-track vehicles may be included 

under special vehicles.    It should be noted that truck vehicles whioh are euit- 

able for hard-surface roads may be unsuitable for dirt surfaces, particularly 
in wet weather. 

The discussion 

21.      «Hie basic differences between the objectives of the automotive industry 

in developing and developed countries became quite obvious from the beginning 

of the seminar.    Por example,  motor-vehicle demand in most developing countries 

exceeds supply substantially.    This demand is not controlled by the purchasing 

power of the consumer;     rather,   it  is conditioned by government  intervention 

and restriction.    This situation will probably remain the same as long as the 

industry  is heavily dependent upon  imports requiring hard  currency. 

2?.      Under these circumstances,   the problem seems to be one of practicability 

and priority in which  there  is little need  for an analysis of demand.     further- 

more,  the  projection  of demand during future years w;ll be also conditioned by 
practicability and opportunity. 

?\.       Another  factor  that  limits  the ability of developing countries  to perfect 

comprehcmuve analyses  of market  requirement   is  the shortage of qualified  per- 
sonnel,  and government   priorities  in other matters. 

•"M.       The   participants  were   fa, ed  with the  problems of developing countries 

and  the.r dire need   for growth and  advancement.     It  should  be recognized  that 
tfocl   planning,   po, icy   maklnp and   ailffliniptraUon  are  ,(,Mon(Jent   upQn   proper 
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"" Md a00Urit* r*port-    *» '"»trUl d.v.lop„.„, *..„ only on 
"«tin* pr.B9nt dema„a3 a„d aolvlng cri„.0 M th.y „i... .„,.„  the ,ffbrt< 

ot» ; ;::ourTof the °om,try *-* u - ^^ - ~ *. o,»i 

Z\   Z7? °f th< "mlnar dire0t6d *° the «**»-"«* or auto^ xive institutes (paras.I96-198), 
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Chapter   2 

VffiîCLB SERVICI PLAM3 

?5»      Äis chapter deals specifically with the concepts of vehicle service 

planning presented by il,  F.   Eaton  in a  paper prepared for the ••«inar entitled 

»•Maintenance of heavy-duty  commercial   vehicles".    The paper, which is essen- 

tial l.v prat-ti cal   m  its approach and covers the subject comprehensively, is 

reproduced  m part II of this publication« 

^K^^^^^^^a¿Sfr.B^^g*-Sfflsllfilg w ^y * * 

?**      It had been ant in pa ted that participants fro« developing countries would 

be very mich interested in the potential   for cost saving,   in capital  (including 

foreign exchange) and expense.    However,  this proved not to be the case.    In 

the opinion of  thene participante,   the  shortage of  spare parts and,   in SOM* 

ranas, the <-»mplete  lack of such parts  was of greater importance.    They oon- 

ut u*r*;,ä tins-  protltM!   t    he  Dì' r.uch inerii finance  that  a special   study group WAS 

torn«?.! rit   their  remuent.    The work of  thin group resulted  m the  second reoots- 

moiîdation  of the  nemmar ( p.iran. lyi"»-?0?). 

:\'.       "toe  participants  from developed countries found the shortages of spar« 

parts difficult   10 understand because thiB problem was virtually non-existent 

m  thetr countries.    Ponmble reaaono  for the difficulty were discussed* 

(t%)  me   mak«?rn of  (co-called)   spumous  parts do not usually operate  in 
developed  countrieuj 

(b)  liiere are  lese  "breakers" spares available; 
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(c) Local  dealers do not carry the Bame level  of stork *«   , 
manufacturer; 0I  stock as does the 

on   spare  parts ^^ÄdT^caStrJA""« Cl,!lnBe8 

».       *. one  exceptan to   the otherwise unanimous ^1Mt on  aho of 

.pares  i„ develop coulee was BraZll.     Du^ the Second Won. „ar.  „,.aaU 

« -..-P.H.., out off from an, external 8upPly of 3pare partB.   ',/h 

!ZT'H      rdy rade °°"8iderable '"*'•» - atrial development and k,0 

b.came the baels  f„r the development of a motor industry.    As this report pro. 
«r......  the sportane, of thiB a8pect „f ,„. „^ ^       ^ .ul 

&• better appreciated. 

».       ». partlolpa„ts did not .xp.ct th.t UhMtl^ flrM „oul(l aco.pt 

"I1     I" PrOPOBal f0r d,V*l0Pini °0UntrU" *° -"«*•*« ".Purxous» BpOT 

~-**• 6:7ple of BrMii' •"• - "" '"""^ "-i-«» —*- «ing that, .hll. th.r. i. a .horfg. of »„„uln... .„„.. ,»„,„,  ther, if . 
narice t for spurious ones. 

*» «!. r 7*ntial that " automoUv'indu,t"in • ^o""* «•«-*•» -*. thth. d.v.lop«„t of manufacturing capability on a broad „....    It i. .»p^. 

tv ^ 8tlrt rh " i"4U"t*7 "Uh " M,,*bly *"* Md «*«*».«» attest 
t. d.v.lop manufacturing inflation in a country which ha. little  industrial 

cpabiUty.    (It was aco.pt.d by developing oountri.s that much of the spare- 
st,  industry t. oontroll.d „y ottar oonoernB Md not bj the whioie ^^_ 

turar.)    m. participants from d.vloping oountri.s -ere aware that the.. w.r. 

food r..eo„. why  th.ir r..p.ctlv. oountri.. „houid develop spare-part, indu.- 
tr... and an aft.r-mark.t supply.    A p.rmiBein attitude „„ ^ ^ of  .^ 
national fi•, in d.v.lop,d oountriM ^.^ ^ ^ .^^^ ^ ^ 

«hat i. r.,uir.d i„ th, inUTnt of ,lth„r ^^ ^^ ^ ^^^ 

fir*.    !„du.try in d.v.loping oountri...  left to it. own d.vic...  tend, to 

«ml.p higher o„.t.,  poor ouality, and al!  th. vio.s «suiting fro» inad^uat. 
oontrol, including ...tag, i„ ««»,,  Ubour ml mat.rial „„ ba(J  lndu>trlal 

pr.ot,o.„.     I„ ord.r t0 prot.ct thiB ,nbryonic lndu8tnfi  Uport tariffB and 

«.tnctions .„  impo..d „„loh „v(mtually n„CM8iute drMtic ^^ ^^ 

It i.  th.r.for.  in th. h..t inter.st of both th. int.rnational   firm and th. 

««.loping country  to d.vlop . mutual 00-op.r.tion that .ill r..ult  •„ good 
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practices,  hold down costs,  make   the   least use of  tariff walls  and restrictions, 

and encourage   the development of  the  country's industry. 

U.      Representatives  from developing countries did not   u-cept   readily that 

total good  performance  in   vehicle-service maintenance and  repair held a poten- 

tial  for  cost   naving and  could,   if well   planned,   result   in the   development   of 

skilled   personnel  and   the   rudimento of  management   know-how in   the discipl mes 

of  industry.      This was  partly because   much    >f  the   service  and   repair  business 

is done  by international   firms and national   employees who have   established 

management discipline  in  their service  depots.    This was   only   true to  a limited 

extent,   and did not have  the impact that it   should  have   on the   country  BB  a 

whole.     It was   improper to  make   positive assertions   in the absence of corrob- 

orative   information.     Only  an analytical  appraisal   of typical   operations  in 

public-transport maintenance depots,  commercial-vehicle   fleet   operators,  ser- 

vice maintenance and  repair in general   could   permit  positive conclusions.     Tlie 

automotive institutes recommended by the seminar would have the  proper resources 

to  investigate   this aspect  of the   industry m co-operation with  developing 

countries    (paras. 196-19-fì). 

3?.      Concerning the  use of  second-hand  vehicles and equipment,   the Brazilian 

experience   is  worthy  of note.    One of  the participants stated   that,   in several 

instances where maintenance  standards  and procedures had   been  rigorously applied, 

vehicles  up to   ^ years old  were   still   living good   service.    In  general, however, 

the participants of developing countries were  not  sympathetic   to the acquisition 

of second-hand   machinery.     The reason  for this  lack  of enthusiasm centred ^-in- 
c i pally on two   factors: 

(a) The  problem of the availability uf replacement  parts} 

(b) '[tie  difficulties of ensuring good  maintenance. 

».      «mere wan  a feeling among the participante that,  in  accepting eeoend-hwid 

machinery,  developing countries were being burdened  with unwanted goods, which 

in  turn gave  the advantage   of the   latent  advances  te  deve l   ped   countries. 

VU      None  of  these reasons   provides a   sound   justification   for   rejecting the 

aoquieition of   second-hand   machinery.     This report  does,   however,  reflect  the 

main  points  of   the discussion and   the  attitude  of the participant*  from devel- 
oping countries. 

^.      '!*•  differences   in attitudes  between the developmg  and developeu countries 

is  a strong test  of both the  profitability of   -t competitive trade and   the prac- 

t n ability   oí'  b,u Min* an   mduntry   m  .-,   protected  and  developing market. 
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lilJMIiEiif uffump* o* wurm mm 

•»•taf «tor ^..„ ,. a d.„Upilw  county « „ohno^cl ^ 
*. r.Ltiv.ly ,« TOlu» or pr-wt|OB   „^ ^ th# ^ 

*'"" t0 ,nClUd• "  f" *»• -   •"•»>••    W» crou^un... of _ 
"•«•«•-»-•. -ny »Mo... or oniy mlimtlr nrflnt lpMlf,c.„M ,,„ 
W». — ,n ,„. toU1 u.t.   „.„ „m ,. ^ ^^ of diff#rMt 

IM..« orlfl„ „ith .Lil.r func,10„x   ch«c,„.lltlc..    „,„., tot„ 
rnu.rM.nt, c„ b. brou**  to . aulau.  ror „,* typ,. 

37.     IWo  fotor. »WW. to „*, 00.t at ,„, „^ of ^^^ ^ 
•Wüepitif country: 

(*) Bconomies of ioal«| 

!T.TVT    •"* tTOhBl0Äl   «utlMwtty, *• riarda product Iw?« •utufacturinf MMiMMt má co«* ««*«i "•*PBB Pr*iw»t da.i*,, 
-w ^„ „     WH       «WVIHI4US4 Wi^^^iUf *      AS 

•wtufacturinf MMfMMiit and  coat control, 

3«.     Prolif.ration of vhiol.. by t,p.   ^ amnufactur^ or.*, not only 
»^t. eduction achadul..  for ..ch ^hicl. md for 9mch of ltg productlOB 

*** but al.o incNMW the r.apon.Uui ity of thoa* staff ^r, «ho ^ Gmp. 
«*Uof taJein* ov.r tho dutias of .iddl.   mmntl9Êmnt mA t#chnical  ^^ 
Protr,.« 18 llk#ly to b, mmt rapid ^^  thcr# haa bMn the ^^ ^^ 

«- in ra.ourc.a of .vary da.criptxon and *h.r. th. affort can ba contrat«! 
on a narrow front. 
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*'.*.       Unavoidably,   the total   lint  wi ' 1   contain  some vehicles   for which  there 

io   little  -Jemand.     The  selection   for manufacturinr  inte^r-i* ¡ un  will   coruuat 

of  thoiie  vehicles   for which  the  volume  of  requirement   ;.•  highest. 

/in.       Developing countries can be  said   to  fall   under one of the  three   following 

categories!: 

(a) Small   countries of limited  resourcer and  of relatively slow devel- 
opment,   particularly   in the  industrial   field; 

(b) Medium to  large countries with  nome  established   industries} 

(r)  Countries already well   advanced   in   industrial   development. 

ThiB section  of   the  report   n   more  concerned  with countries  in  the   first cate- 

gory.    Countries  in other categories have already established their manufacturing 

integration patterò. 

Development etagea of the automotive induetry 

41.      Ifce «tag«« of the development of the automotive industry of & «nail 

country of limited   resources  are  an   follows: 

(a) f*« development of good  service arid  facilities and  education of 
the  people  it. ,-ood   invine practice  and  vehicle  care; 

(b) The  development of manufacturing facilities for easily made replace- 
ment  parts; 

(c) Tlic establishment  of motor-vehicle assembly plants; 

(d) Integration of the manufacture of easily made replacement  partii 

(e) The  manufacture of more complex vehicle components such as engines, 
axles,  gear boxes and   suspension  unitr;   and 

(f) An   ideal   fuU  integration of automotive manufacturing. 

Stage 1 

4?,      The first stage offers the greatest opportunities for technical advance, 

profitability arti quick return of  invented capital.    These opportunities Hill 

be  found   in  the  areas of (a) maintenance of the  vehicle fleet,  which  in turn 

reduces the expenditures for new vehicles;     (b)   improved  performance   in the 

transport  servn-es and  better  utilization of vehicles;     (c)   reduced need  to 

import  replacement   parts  for service and  repair;     and  (d)  wide dissemination 

of education   m   industrial   disciplines.     "Iiere   ie an  introduction  to vehicle 

assembly   in  the  training of men   in  sheet-metal   repair,  body  painting,   in 
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~ft.tr... «p.,,.,   ,„  11<htlI„,   lr,atruTO„t and alenlrirai   oe  ^   in 

replacement or anginen,  drive liner ani   the   like. 

4<.       Trn,„„1K „ruffra•.n   for n.rïlre  m„ mn,rlte„an,.e „^^  ^ 

the „„ttornr  „r  pro,.lluP, „, ,.ontro,   Mt out el8<where   in  ths ^^   ^ 

are U„.„ ty ., ,  „r thc ppin(!lp.|   ^^ .„^ ^  ^   __ • 

»or B.    «.t,on»,.„tlM,  i„  thls reBpoc.t  „ M IBportant as  IB othcr 

ol   the automotive  industry. 

44.      While stag« 1  can be associated with high profittili* and eductions 

xn import,  experience  indicates that  stage 2,  the development of manufacturing 

filiti.,  for some of the siller replacement parte,  may result in  inched 

co.tBt  since the  locally »ade parte may well be .ore costly and of poorer 

quality than  those formerly  imported.     It «ay also be the starting point  for 

protective tariffs and general escalation of prices. 

45.      Tires and batteries are the most basic items m the initial development 

of a «pare-parts  industry.    However,   they constitute only a fraction of a 

unique and variegated   industry and make only a small  direct contribution to 

Vhicle manufacture.     The manufacturing of such items as door rubbers and other 

rubber pieces,  on the other hand,   is considerably more useful.    Tne glase  indus- 

try could also contribute by manufacturing door windows,  windscreens and  lamp 

fiasses.    Mufflers,   filters,  wiring harnesses and  ignition cables are readily 

manufactured.    A second group might  include relatively simple machine compo- 

rte such as water pumps,  brake drums,  bushing3 and various springs.    More 

technical  and  financial  help may be required for a third category of parta, 

which reares higher skills and more sophisticated materials and elaborate 

equipment,   m.ìudmg forging and foundry installations,  to produce valves ard 

valve-tram components,  pistons and  piston rings, steering componente,  complete 

brakes,  spark plugs,  distributors,  carburettors,  starting motors and generators, 

ft!, threefold classification furnishes a key to the progress of a developing 

country towards satisfying demands  for automotive componente.     It also points 

the way to the more-advanced stages of the automotive industry. 

Sta« ì 

46.      Stag. 3, th. ••tabli.hm.nt of motor-vahicle assembly plants, will not b. 

conducive to auction, in vehiolt cost or in foreign-currency expenditure as 



the OK!) rosM   doer  not  differ very  much  from the  fmished-vehiole cost.     Con- 

nequetitly,   ¡!t:tfi       should  be  developed  only  an  a  necessary  preliminary  to 

further manufacturing   integration.     The  guidance  ami  HöH i otarde  of the   licencer 

or manufacturing affiliate hai-  wide   it   possible   for  BO me  developing countries 

to accomplish   thin   rtagc  of development   without  any  major difficulties.     The 

principal   manufacturen-  of Kurope  and  North  America have considerable expe- 

rience   ¡n   th i c   an pect   of  manufacture   in   developing countries. 

47.       The   firct   selection of vehicle   typer  for (lomestic  assembly  is made  in 

the wide  category   of  passenger and  .-ommeroial   vehicles.     'Ihe choice   is  too 

complex  to  be  busied  on  "pecific recommendations.     The  volume of demand must 

be an   important  consideration.     True  justification  for beginning the devel- 

opment  of stage   -   of a motor   industry  must  be  founded  on an assurance  of 

potential,   an  evidenced   in other   índuntries.     Consideration must  be  given to 

the availability  of staffing resources   in schools,   universities  and  technical 

and  training  institutions.     Stage   *  must  be thought  of as a point  of no return 

in the development  of a motor  industry.     In order  for   the   industry  to develop 

smoothly and  at   the   lowest (-ont,   production  schedules must be kept  steady, 

»ith planned   incremente.     Stop-start  production  resulting from delays  in the 

release of  funde  and  licences  of approval   for  imports has a disastrous effect 

on efficiency  and  manufacturing coot.     Uncertainties  m tariff arrangements 

and the  problème  of ovcr-prntction and   undcr-protection  can be  equally damag- 

ing to  iniar-trial   development.     The negotiated  agreement with an  overseas 

affiliate  .all   er. tab ludi   the pattern of  future development. 

Mfmm 4.    , and  t 

4P.      The weaknesses of a developing country a« regarda technical and manage- 

ment know-how become apparent  in stag« 4,  the integration of the domestic 

manufacture  of certain easily made parts.     In the previous stage,   the develop- 

ment of vehicle assembly,  such weaknesses may be concealed by great capabilities 

of the  foreign  personnel   who  provide assistance at  this otage.     The manufacturing 

experience of nuch highly qualified  people can be seen   in  the plant   layouts, 

assembly-processing sequencer and   tooling and  facility  specifications. 

4<>.       In  stage   '.,   the  person  responsible   for manufacturing the   first  complex 

part selected   for   integration  must  ensure   the production  of a quality  part at 

an acceptable  price.    At  the  relatively   low-volume  production required,  it will 

probably   \-v  nectary   t     make   mmpie   tut   ir-.p  rtant   chafas   in  the   product 

design and  t-    icvvl   r vuiutSct ,rinr pr-rosser ani  •,-•   i „g that   uffer  from 
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the used  in high-volume manufacture.     The slant » 
bv lo. „„„ut        t     -, •« Plant .»^r „, ke haBlilc, 
by low-,uality materials, «,«, e„ulpTC„t,   ln.rr.nt.v. ,on.„kl„ , 
«, o*.r dirnnu:«...   „^ thls „hallenge 3hou|(| 

to develop and expand Me lndustry,   tne  oJds aro _,,  ^^ ^ ~"'" 

50.       Proliferation ln the manufaoture of motor.veM(.lo 

th. attainment of atase 6, the fuU  integration of automotlve ^^ 

Kwtiatin^ .i«, .„„,„turinir           ,„,,,„,,_ 
in developed countries  

51.      A .tudy of the observations on corporate attitudes towards overseas 

oo-it^nts,  presented in the paper "Automotive industry in developing 

ZT"':*A-s- EI
 ^(ae-part " °f thi° **»-««> --= that the national  planner of a developing counti-y would be well advised to 

«I1   „ „ k•UÍg° 0t MS <U"rt1"-«« °f *— -, forward projee- 

ha„ th. c.pab.nti.. and the Pessary resources to analyse in full detail 
m proposal from the motor industry. (Sometimes there is a shortage oT 
personnel  available to do this work-  1    m,.i.       , 

° xnlB "<"*•'    '»'•"• analyses  include not only th. 
facility r.quir.m.nt. and the manufacturing cost of production, but also 

th.probi.rn. of manant training and d.v.lopme„t, of the skilled trad.., 
of th. trains of production operators and of launching costs. 

».It has alr..dy b..n not.d that a considerable degree of industrial d.v.1. 

op-nt  i. . pr.r.o.i.it. for automotiv.-indu.try development.    In develop«, 

«-*»..,   th. training period for middle-management personnel, manufacturing 

1""' 7in"r" «"»*—*«»» -d production-plannmg personnel and 
oo.t accountant, is approximately t.n years,    few men under the age of ,0 

aohi.v. fuU responsibility in thes. fields.    Too, designers need five year. 

o   appr.ntic.ship and five years of experience before they are censored 

Ml y ouaUfied specialists.    Toolmakers and mamtenance men rehire similar 

salifications.    It is part of the national  planning of a developing country 

to .labórate manpower plans for the economy as a whole, as well as for the 

automotive  industry.     Indeed,   such p!ans  shouid be already   in the process of 

.v. opment.    «anpower planning has been on. of the major preoccupations of 

«he international Labour Organisation  (,u>)  for a number of years, and it ha. 

r.nder.d assistance in this area to a number of d.veloping countries. 
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The discussion 

•)}.       The discussion of this subject  made  no significant  contribution to the 

establishment  of make-and-buy  patterns   for the vehicle requirements of devel- 

oping countnen.     The  following important   features were   identify i. 

(a) Commercia'-vehicl e manufacture,   including that   of buses and 
trällern,   presente substantially  fewer problems   to a developing 
country  than  the  manufacture  of   passenger cars. 

(b) Vehicle-assembly   plants  should  not  be   introduced   until   the  coun- 
try has a well-developed  industrial  base  that  can result  in  rapid 
progress toward;-  manufacturing  integration. 

(c) In many  countries,   the   premature   introduction   of vehicle-assembly 
plants and an excess of assembly  plants have  created  a handicap 
to manufacturing  integration and the development  of a parts   indus- 
try by proliferating variety and  reducing the  volume of each 
requirement. 

54«       The discussion resulted   in the  fourth recommendation  of the seminar and 

in part to the third recommendation as well.    The request   for standardization 

of vehicle parts may not be as hopeless  as  it  seems at  first  sight.    For 

example,   in some  instances,   proprietary  manufactured axles   and gear boxes ars 

common  to vehicles of different manufacturing origin.     Some  electrical   items 

are  commonly  fitted to different  makes  of vehicle.    What  the  developing coun- 

tries  are asking /or,  however,   is a really constructive effort on the part of 

international   firms to  find  the solution  of a problem which   they  themselves 

helped   to create.     It seems  reasonable  to  predict that approximately ten or 

twelve  vehicle makers will  not be able  to  participate much   longer  in a market 

which,   in some   instances,  consumes only   10,000  units  per year. 

55.       It  is  in the interest of developing countries to negotiate with inter- 

national   firms with the objective of reducing variety and  seeking greater 

co-operation in the development of their industry. 
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OftptT  4 

wammmLimm 

%•      fi.« record of th« dtwioDMrt nf •».-, „ * 
«««tri., .how. th.. «, iml°'Mrt °f the •o*"»*'• iMu.fy 1„ d.v.K.pi^ 

Z I       *   1 T "" Pr0ble" h" *~ t0 -*1- «»"* * -ufac- 
*-. .t co.te which b..r co^i.on ,it„ thoe. of d.v.loped „^^ 

«Lo „„.rally acc.pt.d that dml^ countries „peri.nc. difficult... 

tnrxM to ach..v. full uti^ation of th. ava.labie production „üipMnt.    In 

pra^al  t.•,  tK. r.cord i, on. „r .ub.tantia! ac„ie•.„t», .„.ti• „„<„ 
th. «'-.».M. circuitane...     D.«^ 00untrles ^ ^ 

n iTT" °"b"buut in ,h,ir ""i"—*«* that -*•«««- *•«.. of «nufacturin* li.tMr.tioi. can b. acco,,pli.h.d. 

57.      »u. th. achi.v.».nt. of ». of th. national. fro,, d.^opin, ooun- 

.. are oft.n worthy of th. hi«h..t prai.., th. »anufacturin, know-how in 
..t.bn.h.n, plant., „ „11 „ the „„^ „d „„^„^ of 

«c in., and tool., orie.n.t. .„ ,h. d.v.lop.d countri...  u„d.r th. eup.rvi.ion 
of th. r..p.cti». p.r.onn.x om„,..     „ u ^^^ ,o ^.^ ^ ^ 

«*.nt th. probi.• of low-oualit, product, and hi«* «.nufacturin«. cost couid 

b. ant.c.pat.d and curt.il.d by th. corporation. r.sponsibl. for tran.plant^ 
the mduitry. m 

5«.      IVo r.a.o„. ar. u.ually „« for th. d..par.ty of perforce. b.t...r. 

*.v.lop.d and d.v.l oping eountr....    On. v... put. th. hi« on the techno- 
logical gap „.„„„, „.,„..„ dev,lopid ^ developing countrleB(    the other 

oont.nd, that the bla• li,. wlthln the .„„„„„,„ of Boa,e ^ ^^ ^ 

Production coate a« L. volu».. are unavoidaUy hi*,.    ^.r. ^ b. Bom trutn 
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in   both  of  ther.e  explanations,   but   it   is  doubtful   that  they will  be  accepted 

an   perfectly  valli.     Developing countries are  not  experte.!   to engineer motor 

carri   in  competition  with developed   countries,   any  more  + han  they are  expected 

to   improve   the   tochnol ogies   of npace  travel.     In  the  yearn  before  the  Second 

World  War,   the   Fori  Company   m  Kurland  marketed  an  excellent  car at  exactly 

t'.lOO.     'line  happened   loriar before   the advent  of highly  automated   machinery  and 

wan  done  at  a  relatively  low  volume.    An  analysis of  technology   in  its widest 

nenne may   be helpful   in  finding a more  satisfactory  explanation to this problem. 

Scientific  research 

r/>.       Pure  r.cience,  the pursuit of knowledge  for its  own sake,  is perhaps more 

international   in  character than any other human activity.     There  is a certain 

fellowship and  communication  between scientists that   freely oversteps national 

boundanen.     Scientific  publications are available  practically everywhere.     Th« 

presence of  institutions of  scientific research  in a country is a matter of 

national   pride.     Undoubtedly,   communication by social   propinquity results in 

a greater awareness of scientific development.    Nevertheless,  it  is difficult 

to see why a lack of this advantage would necessarily be conducive to poor 
quality and high cost. 

Applied research 

60. The above comments are also true of applied reoearch.    While propinquity 

plays an important part in communication and hastens the work of production 

development,   its effect on current  production is negligible. 

Production research 

61. Although applied research can often be used in th« production of new 

materials,  processes and techniques, a great deal of work (and sometimes ex- 

pensive experimentation)  is necessary before production problems are overeo««. 

The majority of the firms in  the motor industry are very active in this regmrd. 

Pew developing countries, however,   are interested in  this kind of development 

work.     Their concern  is  the  advancement  of their industries  on the basis of 

well-tested  and   proven  methods.    When the development  work   is undertaken by 

the machine-tool   trade  or by   the manufacturers  of production equipment,   the 

results of these  efforts becomes readily  available on  the world markets.    Not 

all  of this work   is concerned   exclusively with high-volume  production;     many 
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-uhi». • av.iUM. „r. d..lp,.d for ir„atsr w<ati 

aimed at  high quality at  low volumes.     If BO,   its «nini*.* 
A •     XB  exP)oita+ion  cou Id   rrente   •» o—a,   •p.t„iw advanta(fe ror iml0fing cMntrien 

labour cost, over <„.,„,.,   countrie, „„„ „^ ^ ° 

shortage  of manpower. occasional 

Product engm^lnfi 

».        *-   .o*!.«««« of  »to.  p^ .„^„.„^ 1B  th, 

incorporai a. lt u ln the totlll .^^ «J^ ^ 

«~* of product .^„..ring 1B ooncerned Buh future ^ ^o 

t«. o„. lB knom M „,.,„. .^„..r^„ „d th> othar      .¿„.„^ 
*V «. n.> h.r *.«»«. „or t.chnic.ll, difflcult.    ^^„^     h7 ' 

r^TI °K *ppll,d co"on ""'* " - -"* -"•»• - ~7 «tll-trumd twhnicx«. in developing countne8. 

ffirohaeimt.   tim. Dha.iW|   .„t  e;B{ „„,„„«< ^  

63.       ». «t lmpoHlnt wl. in middu ^^^ m thoM 

«Uli «anufacturin« f.oUlti.8 and „ho „ „.„^ f„ ^J     ^ 

«dation, that can b. u..d by  production .up.rvi.ion and labour in th. 

Itirr a ,Ua,U)r Pr0dUCt at th< rÍght —•    -^"K .n«in..r. d.    if, th. »anufacturin« proc... d..ipl th. tool.,  .p.clf, Mchl„.B Md 

4.t.r«,„. mat-rial-handlm« arra„^.„t. and  ld.ntl(.y .^^ _ 

ti...    Quality „*!„.„.  lnt.rpr.t product .p.cLHc.t.on.,   ,d.„t,ry ,„,„ 

in th. «nufacturin« proo...,  and control  it at th. .„d of th. „„..    ». 

P-oc.uct.on pla„„lng an, control  ».r.onn.! „uantLfv th. products „ch.dui. 

» ton. of «t.ri.1 „d product.on par,,, control  lnv.ntori.8, „, „„,„„ 

ob.ol..c.„c.    PIa„t «,,„.„ „nBur. g00(i _iBtMmo.  ln TO„hin(!B and ^ 

t.on „u.p^nt.    ,.,«„« p.r.onn.! d.v.op «.in, prop»•., for „.„ „od.,  „d 

y   Pr...nt.d to th. .«lunar a.  ID/WG.lj/B. 
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facility  developments  arni  exercine  control   over   the  production   programme. 

"ont   accountants  me.'inure  and   report  ooctn  on  a   continuing bacie. 

M,       'Indoubtedly,   the  greater!   weaknepc  of .level oping -vmtrier,   is  f c und   in 

thin  acpeM   of  technology,   in   Knowing how   thmfn   are   made on   the   phop  floor, 

in   io mg thingr-   properly  and   ¡ r.  the   right   order,   and   m work.n? an  a   team. 

In   the   ]-in^4:i,-(.    ,f management    te-nti i que,   üuch   .iil.iatnul   disn pi mes  are 

defined   ar   "proceM ire*   of  working',   "¡lyatemß  of   reporting",   "delegation  of 

authority   ar, 1   i lent i ficat i on   of  perr.onal   responsibility",   "commi tmentn  to 

performance"   ans   "the  apprainal   of  performance   againrt   commitment".     Tradi- 

tionally,   the   background   of  these men  hae  been   in  apprenticeship and   in  the 

technical   .-oMepea.    Only  recently has there been an   influx of university mm. 

The skil le.i   trades 

Vu       Iti e  skilled  trades  of  industry,   particularly  m  toolmakin^ and pattern- 

making and  those  tradee which  develop maintenance  engineers   m every field of 

activity  have  their roots   in a Ion? tradition of craftsmanship which goes 

back to  the   Middle Ageo.     The  idea that  craftsmanship haB been   lost   in the 

•»chine a*re   i « erroneoue.     The  craftsman of the   past   i*  to be   found  today  in 

the skilled   fade^ of  industry  and   in  the ranks   of .-.mor and  middle manage- 

ment.     The   ml-istrial  machinery  which  maintains   production  .-che iules of more 

than  l#00(i vehicles a day  every year  is  the  triumph of craftsmanship and middle 
management. 

Production supervision and  production skills 

66. Some forms of production work require special skills for which appro- 

priate training and an initiation period are ..«cesearyi some example, are 

body paintm*, nome machining operations, torch sol derin« of bodies, metal 

finishing and panel be.tmg. The majority of p: i^-tion operations can be 

learned very readily, and no great difficulties have been experienced by 

developmg oountries in this respect. Natural leaders can always be found 

Mho,  with some training,   fulfil   the reeponeibil itiea of ehop-floor superato«. 

Business know-how 

«•'.       It  han  been said that we  live  in an era of managerial  revolution.     The 

control   of  industrial  enterprise requiring capital   investment.   in excess  of 

tl   bill.on,   and  which can  reach  ntaggenng proportion«   in companies  auch a. 

Ford  and   .onera.   Motor,,   can   only  be effected   'hro^h a  management   organisation 
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with constant  regulations regardin* all aiin«n+B „e 
,     . K        ^ al1 a0P«c^8 of production,  from policy 
*«...«.,. ahop-„oor rep„v,.10n.  3u„„ „ organi2ation BuBt be 

p   ; 

.* «.„ „v.,   to cafone   ,„ proiiunt M.ti   ^ quaii — 

;;;,P17 ,R the "arket- " ^ "»"->•». -r.« the.v happen, and t0 the ff.=t „, romBtln erfort aB ,t lp applled_ Errort3 n thl8 area 

6.0«. „ m,h , dlBniplln. „,,   t,„hno,ogy M ^  other 

tive endeavour. p 

«.       It iB .aay t0 und.rFtand  that  the mf bMween th6 ^ ^ 

a«.l.p.n, country  ,. to be  round   ln buslneas know.hoWi mi(idle.„iulag.ment 

..p.rt,.e and  th. 8killed  trad„B M MU M on the ^ - e- 
co c    t  ,. different from the one that ^ ^ ^ 

*.**. understood o„l.v  ln the dev.loped cou„trl.B_    ^ ^ « 

narrowed as development progresses. 

!HK thTropins ooMtri",houid not' °n the oth>r **> • *•—«. - LIT8"a d,vel<>PMnt of ""produot-invow"* - *«*»"*« - -*r»!.. for oo^tUion  i. „orld „**. „Uh th. „^^ or 

national  manufacturers as Ford and a*«*Mi *.* 
.. i. 

aS rord and °»««r»l »Otón.    Any such effort would be 
quite unrealistic. 

nr.      co,t Md inr*rior qu,u,y °f ,h* -*«—"•!. »«-.«. of d.«!^. countr,...    Although „» of th. probaM. r».o„a Mr. con. 

-l°.r.d.  it »a. K«, that furth.r „.ly.13 of „o.t  .„plicaUon. „, of 
•M».... of „cal. i. „.„....„ b.for.  thi„ important probltBi CM be 

understood. 

71.      P.rh.ps th. „t  .«portant Mp.at of th. dllouMllm „„ , cUrlflo.Uon 

of th. <»„„,„, t.chnologioal obj>ctiTOB of dfviioping Md ^^ coun_ 

tn..  „,  th, prea.nt ana  tn ,h. foI,....bl, futur,,    ^ t.chnolo^oal 

obj.et.v. of d.v.,op.d oountr.ee  ,e a prouve .vo.ut.on „r .,,  „afona. 

r..ouro,B   ,„ KilM and  technology for   the development  of  ,„pr„ve(1  „M„ 

capable of m,ung t„t.•.tlo•i  co^t.tio» m „„.to«.r »„pea,   ,,„ », !   lt. 
aBp.ot,),   ,, a prioe and  voW that BU1   anBure Äood   pru(.|tabi|ityi    ()n  th<i 

oth.r hand,   the  t.ohnoiogica!   obj.ct.v.  of d.vlopi^ oountr.en   „ th. growth 
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of the  manufacturing aspect  in  support   of  industrial   progrese and national 

affluence   in a  protected  market,   and  therefore   it cannot be  profitable by 

the stan iardo  present   in developed  countries.     There ar" a few  instances 

where   industrial   progress affords  the hope of  international   competitiveness, 

but there are rare  exceptions, 

7?.       The  participante  recognized  that   there   is a need   for design adaptation 

where  product  design  haa  been developed  exclusively in   the interest  of high- 

volume   production at  minimum coot.     There  are many instances where  parte and 

asBemblier. can be  slightly modified  to  make  them suitable for simple machines 

and low-volume  production.     It   is  probable,   however,   that the greatest  oppor- 

tunity   for effective  design change  lies   in  the vehicle's body and cab,  because 

auch changer, can  result   in simplification of the cost   and control   problems 

usually  encountered  by   press shops during sheet-steel   fabrication.     Chrysler, 

Mack and  the former Ley land group have  developed special  bodies which largely 

dispense wi*h the need  for an elaborate and expensive  press shop.     Diese 

bodies are of unconventional  form,  but  functionally they are entirely satis- 

factory.     The plastic body can be also highly recommended.    The capital  out- 

lay to  produce  it   is  low,  special  skills needed are readily acquired,  and the 

vehicle   is not only  functionally acceptable but  it can  easily compete with 

those made  in the traditional way.    In  this  respect,  the best interests of 

the developing countries and the  international  firms will not be achieved if 

developing countries are  left unaided  in their search  for design change« that 

will  simplify their problems. 

73.      The seminar discussed at some length the problem« of supply and the aany 

ways in which production suffered as * ¿esult. of parts  shortages.    Hie lack of 

even the  smallest component can bring production to a halt.     In developing 

countries,  where  there   is a dependence  on  local  supply   that may result  in an 

inability   to deliver  parts (or  in  the delivery of substandard parts that nay 

be rejected later),  the  problems  of keeping production  going and at  the  sane 

time exercising cost  and quality  control   are difficult   for a manager  in an 

international   firm to   understand.     The discussion helped  the participants from 

developed  countries  to understand   the  type  of difficulties which can be   found 

in national   industrial   life.    The greatest  difficulty   in  the development  of 

an automotive  industry   in a developing country   is shop-floor technology rather 

than scientific  research.     Developed  cous tries can be  of help in this  respect 

b;-   provid.ng financial   resistance  and   appropriate  man ,, acturing  facilities. 

Education  and   training establishments  .«an  also  contribute.     Participants   fro« 
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d.wlopi„, country acknowledged  the help that  ha, been ,nd 
by international  firm8J     howeverf   lt   „ ^   la be1"* *«v.„ 
+ u. ' the mi,1,11e-mana^mont   por,-.orino 1   -mi 
th. pradal   fohn.ianB  or  lnduotrv   ln  ,eve,op(M  _, 

noW-hoWthat   lai,quired.    TniiuBtrial   pro_B   ih   |ovelopi ; - 

e ,oPortloriill   to   the  oontpibiition  ^  bv  ^  B1,ilI„uiwn;^ 

th.  d1Baeminntlo|I  of.   praiiti|.al   km)w_how>    ^   ^ 

:/:y assintanre and *iidam- th<t iev——»el, J P i; 
that this  Mp.ot  of  develop^   lc  .ore effective   when   the ,Jual   tV   of        ^ 
ia communicated   from  person to  pernor,, know-how 

74.      Part of the d.8ouBsion centrad   on the problem of product des!«n    a„ , 

acme of   the participant.   from develops country    h 
t.«. P     * , «íopxng countries  showed an awareneso of  the 
time factor involved   ln   the development of  product-d«si*n an 
fro, a developing country   a^kM   r      • », ^xneers.    A p^ 

y mg country   asked   for  the assistance  of d««..««.* .. _  . "k,c  U1   "eveioped  oountrieR   in *. ».„.„, „,- produot .„,,„..„ by direct contaot wuh j   . 

•t.t.d   that th. record  shows that   1Irtarn.tlonal   ,lrnB „„„ „ 

to provide thi, type  of a^.tanc.    W. probl.„ ls on„    ,. ""« 
ine proDiem   is one oí opportuni tv and 

convenience rather than a   lack of generosità      * PP°rtunit,y and 
generosity,    k representative   from UNIDO 

«  th. opinion  that  ^ Mmtri..Kke . Vila.d conlrlbut   ;to 

zzz  lB hop,d th" - - ~ —- -» - - - 
II. ,l\Tb";point,d ou, 4h,t the v,hicu M^ —• - - *~ 
th. (t.v.l opwtit of manufacturing m...„. „. ,      „ 
thi . ^ proc... of l,..t  capital inmtimt,    In 

l. rMp.ct, „otorcyol. .».hot•,  and ^.^^ th„ of 

wan «nKin.a,  „r.n.nt.  au,;, an opportunity. 

«ufjt  •,,W r"P*Ct"  ,h"  "tWrrele  f0r,Bhad°"B  the -*«• "»•  »°th  '" «•» 

by V.    a„„ on -*. „otorcycl., tt. pr..«t and futur...  (pr...nt.d  ln 

-« ,)  x. a„„.x.d to  thx.  r.p„rt as it indict.,  the a,», „r th. «rk., 
for motorcyclta. "«•**»* 
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Chapter 5 

COST IMPLICATIONS. CAPITAL AND EXPENSE. PROFITABILITY 

77.  The cost implications faced by a developing country xn the manufacture 

of motor vehicles, particularly at low volumes of production, can be appre- 

ciated in the following analysis: 

(a) Manufacturing costs in developed countries are an acceptable 
objective for cost performance in ¡leveloping countries. 

(b) Prevailing high costs in developing countries are unavoidable 
because of the high-cost parameters characteristic of these 
countries, and what those parameters are. 

(c) Prevailing high costs are the result of transition and devel- 
opment in manufacturing know-how. Means of expediting these 
changes should be «ought. 

(d) There IF an interrelationship between cost, quality and capacity 
utilisation. 

It iß also helpful to examine some specific examples of total cost performance 

to discover the relationship between manufacturing cost and other costs. 

t*.       In Europe, in paiticular, a tiansition period in the motor industry 

Jatee from the immediate post-war years of industrial recovery to the present, 

During this period there har been an almost continuous improvement and devel- 

opment of product design, manufacturing methods and product machinery, as well 

as a steady increase of production schedules.  In management there has been a 

total .-hange in organisation and management-control système. 

'-».   During the 1 M.oP and in the .voarr !-mediately following the Second World 

War, production pro, esrer involved a large amount of handwork, and production 

volumen were relatively low.  Prodolor, figures of *o per day for specific 

vehicle typer w«re by no means uncommon.  'Phe following descriptions of the 
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manufacturing processes for outer door panelB „ h^ ^  ^ 

duction   illustrates this difference: 

Older method;    The earlier method was as follows: 
(a)   Cut  blank  to  shaDe  inrlnHinn  «„    u 

tool   for ore.n o^^CiUdl"fn!°
Ugh ¡^rce-window opening,  8impl# ' ""»   o-'-ngle-action press; 

b    Form-panel  contours,   draw tool,  double-action press; 

(c) Pierce-wmdow opening,   single-action press; 

(d) Finish the  tri. of door panel,  manual operatlon Qn & ^ 

{•)  Finish the  form of door panel,  drill  lock hol.o 
on a hammer form; holes,  manual operation 

(O «.tai-ri„ish d00r paneI at assembly _ manuai diaking ^^ 

1*. .P..d of press operations was approximately 200 pieces per hour. 

>od.rn hiEh-proo,,,,^ mnthnrt: ^^ ^ ^ 

imi. 1B prl„ciple since that time. tt[ manufacturing operation ha.. 

rlZT   Toomplet,ly'eliminating a11 ** -«•«»". '»" ¿ following resulta: 

(») Blank and rough pierce-window opening from coil  «wir    M    W 
press coupled to sheet unco i 1er and feveUing rolli* ' °* 

(b)  Form-panel contours, double-action press; 

(0) Xrac-ìirprf..tr ^"^ •""-. *«<•*-«. hd... 
(*)  Finish the form of door flange,, ,ir^l<H.llotion pr.,B> 

». inh.r,nt capacity of an autores press line is ,00 piece. per hour. 

«O.      Th. pr..... and tooling of th. former method „re .lmple Ma „utl 

*-~».    n. pr..... „„ ^.„^ rf 00nBid8rsble ^ ^ ^ 

written-off a. assets.    Th. mod.rn r,quireme„t is for presses of higher ton- 

nag, and pr..-cycl. time.    The new Pr..s.s are mere accurately built and 
-or, .u00r.t. ln th.lr control meohanl(m8i    naturaiiyi  they are ^ Mati^ 

81.      Th. compiete line of pre.se. M th. uncoiling machine are linked to- 

other with interchangeable automatic handling devio...    Tooling is m„re 

robu.t and d..ig„.d to facilitât, th. m.cha„ical transf.r of pan.l. from on. 

pr... to anoth.r.    In 30m. in.tanc. th. inn.r and out.r door pan.ls „ run 
»u tan.ou.ly dow, adjac.nt li».. of „„„.., md om, „ut ^^ ^ ^ 

start of an automated assembly lin«    *+ +h* «.„,* „*•   u •  ._ ^ 8«mDiy une,  at the end of which they are clinched 
and welded together. 
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H?.       The  total   cont   in  presses,   automated equipment   and  press  tooling is 

extremely  high,   lut  the   labour   mput   in  very  low.     Apart  from labour saving 

aril   a  nonnervati or«  of marmi act urinar apare,   there   is  a  marked  improvement   in 

pane!   qualitv  ani   a  subsequent   •ving  in  the  labour  of  body-metal   finishing. 

p^.       Whereas   idle  machine  time   in  the older method  made  relatively small 

additions   t-, manufacturing coat,   itP effect   in modern   equipment   is  ruinous. 

Total   preafl-nhop utilization   figures  in the order of ^0  per cent   are essen- 

tial   if planed   vehicle cost   is   to be achieved.     The  assurance of meeting 

theae  object.ven  iwhich are commitments on  the part  of  the management per- 

sonnel   concerned)   1B adequacy   m  the skilled  labour  force,  tool  designers, 

process  and  material-handling engineers,   production planning and control 

personnel,  maintenance and  plant  engineers,  and good-quality raw material 
(sheet steel}. 

«4.      Manufacture cost  justification for high capital  cost is implicit in, 

(a) Labour saving; 

(b) Conservation of manufacturing space; 

(c) Savings  m materials handling cost; 

(A) »at-rial   savings  m  the use of coiled stockf 

(•)   Inventory savings and savings  xn storage space; 

(f)  Coat  savings   inherent   in good quality. 

«5.      •»»•  lilt of savings looks impressive, but it must be r^bind that 

capital   coat  is very high and that economy is dependent  on a high level of 

oapacty  utilisation.    At the lower level of labour coat prevailing in devel- 

oping countries,  the margin of profitability could disappear m favour of 
simpler  forms of productive effort. 

R6.      One cannot overemphasize  the production difficulties associatad with 

this kind of production equipment.     It is i„ this respect, however,   that tto 

larger and more efficient corporations gam a cost advantage in a highly co- 
petitive   industry. 

87.      T*e „ub.t.-u,,. or this rev,• of high- a„d loiMrolume production „,„„„,, 

in ,h«t-»t.l   b„,,.y  panels .,..  .pp!1.. t0 moat other productlo„ „„„^  ^ 

th,   Wastry.     Eneln,-b>„,k „„„ractu• b.y hlgh-voW   products mVlaU 

"""" *" ÌnVBSt"ent °f -PP—tely «o „Ulion.    Th. prodotto« canity 
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inherent in thl. equifm>nt lm about i2o 

count on an a„.day taBis rar blocks Der h Pr°rtUOtÌ"" 
"•in« the same basic shipment,  but with  .,     ^ "* h0Ur »»» "««I/. 
changes i„ layout  f„r breaWn   ' Ü —'po-ati• of important 

iur DreaKmg up the sequence of autnmn+4 
-an  ban*, of blocks to a00unwlate bet„een       J ^ •°" «" •»«*-« 

operations,  all-day production achievements of     ^^ b 0T "' "^"^ 

"*•" re00rded-    •= ««*1. "urates the diffiou Ues T """ 
fanned capacities (on whtoh profitability ^       °f -»"-i «- 
this kind of shipment. " M»ociated with 

88.       Ike automated block-machine line is    .. •>,. . 

-hini», operation. U„k.d ^,    \   „* 'ZZ ' ' '""' " 
«d th. transfer of the block  fro. "-ch«».m..    Hi. «Chinin» 

«tic in .cuon.    J     "   ' ""' 0P°mÌ°n * ""^ '' '"tir>^ «*- °"'     me control mechanism for trannf**.    =+« 
" too!  *-. and speeds,  cutti„g coolant s^Z^—T """ 
«~ correction is .o complicated that th. ^M7" "" t"1" 

»h. couplet. H„. of operations.    It i. ,hi. «Til    ! • 8t0P 

to 80 block. pW hour     „„.„ H   * Production capacity 
• per nour.    Simpler block-maohine toolin* reli«. • .. . 

to control th. machinin, proc.a... „d t0 h^.   '      "   " 
8~11 bank, of stock ar. ».,,. K . " b•,"",, °l»•tiM,.. 
utilisation i operation., end a high level of capacity utiuaation i. more readily achieved. capacity 

89.     Th« problem of aohiavin* « M.h i.._i    » 
•»ufaoturin, .„iIJn.»t i.       •    T 0W°Uy u*111«'1« »»» "«PL 

«ted ^ Jn     Tic " ? n° ""* dimCUlt *" "ith "** »*- 
m. «JTTir —ufoturine capacity i. achieved by i„or«.„t. 
*. »«* of th... .ncr.rn.nt. in block maohinin, capacity i. „otb.r blocTTu. 
*Hl » further invMtiMnt of lin »m, » «owr mock uM 

* ~~ nexib!. Jd~t HtJ 1    1 "     ^^ -**"" ^^ ~ 
"Utivxy w oo.t ' ln0r,MM °f °'P"ity ~ * """" «* 

L -^2 UtÍ?'tl0n " al"° ' ~tt,r °f •>i»-»*»« -««.. .ohed- 
M .mT ' 0h,,^-0," PlâM,iB«-   "» ~~ •' «» larger and 

rfL
fi:r.;z:r',:: ::::.?:;„"•i- *ot *•'•* •—- !,„.*< , «ucc... of on. corporation in the rapid intro- 

duction and accptano. of n.« vehicle, of ^„.. . 
their competitor, of ..1.. ZT     I       ^        ^^ aPP'al d'pri'" 
ino«...  H Production volume,    a. purp0B, 18 t0 

r""    t     °m CaPaCl,y UtlU*a,i0" tbr0m in0r*"ed "»*'- - -i«- orkin, pattern., and to create th. oppo.it. .ff.ot „ their „^^ 

^ capacity „tilLation, .Hat.• it. 0.u.., 00ntribut„ u „^ oos 
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Supplier shortages of  production parts or raw materials, government  delays   in 

the  approval   of  import   licences and  release of  funds,  not only affdct oapaoity 

utilization by  direct  stoppage but also by dislocation of productive effort. 

Quality problems 

91«       A high potential   of quality performance   IB   inherent  in the design  and 

specification of high-volume production equipment.     Machines which are designed 

for  fast,  continuous  production must be  fundamentally robust and consistent   m 

their  performance.     Quality   faults   that  develop  during the course  of produc- 

tion   proliferate  very   fast.     Quality-control   equipment  which  permits quick 

and   readily made quality  assessment   is essential,     This equipment   IB expensive 

arid   adds  significantly   to  the total   cost. 

9?.       In new model   development and  launching,  changes   in product design and 

specification are  inevitable.     There  IB a considerable cost   increase  in change« 

in automation and associated equipment to tools and machines well  advanced  in 

construction. 

9"^.      The problems of quality performance  in low-volume production  faciliti«« 

can be solved by proper control  on the part of inspectors and by the deter- 

mined  efforts of production  supervisors and operators.     Good  quality,  however, 

ie  always dependent  on good  production-process  engineering,   proper tools, 

efficient maintenance and  effective management  control   of the production 

operation. 

Cost comparison examples 

94,      The paper on "Automotive industrie«  in developing countries", by 

J.   Baranson,  reviews and  analyses the cost performances of sever«!  developing 

countries. ùl 

95.      At the beginning of this chapter, an analysis was presented on the dif- 

ficulties encountered by developing countries  in  their efforts to achieve 

lower cost performance  and   it wag stated  that  production costs  in a developed 

country are an acceptable  objective   for developing countries. 

Û, '  Presented to the seminar as ID/WG.13/?2,  this  peper has been published by 
the .lohne Hopkins Press,   Hal timore, Md.   0969). 
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'16.       Production  costs   in  developed  countries are  not  at an   i rreduceable 

minimum}    man,-igement   IB   constantly aiming  towards  ever-lower  production   costs, 

'ftus  effort   nan be  appreciated  m the  use  of cost  clinica,  monthly  cost   meet- 

ings,   specific  cost  reviews,   material   usage  and  weight-reduction  exercises; 

value engineering and  methods engineering committees;     materials-substitution 

cost  analysin   in  powered-metal   techniques,   plastic  mouldings  and  die  castings. 

The supplier of production parts  is also under constant pressure to reduce 

costa,     -mere are  participation schemes for employees,  and substantial   bonuses 

are paid for  successful   proposals on  cost reduction.     Cost consciousness   is 

an essential   attribute of management  at all   levels.     New model design and 

planning has,   as  its primary objective, a better vehicle at a lower cost. 

97. Although cost performance, as exemplified by developed  countries,   is a 

major objective of developing countries,  there is no direct evidence to  the 

effect that the same skilled effort in developing countries is as productive 

&a  it  is in developed countries. 

98. While current high-level coats  in developing countries could be sub- 

stantially reduced,  the problems are very real, and there are difficulties 

in every aspect of national life, and great efforts must be made to remedy 

these conditions.     It is  therefore reasonable to  identify high manufacturing 

cost with the  transitional development of know-how in these countries. 

99. It has also been shown that cost, quality and capacity utilization are 

interrelated.     None of the problems inherent in these aspects of production 

could be solved  in principle by the added expense  of new machines, which 

would only create additional  problems of a similar nature.    There may be 

other justifications for new machines,   such as the unsuitabil ity of the old 

machinery to  the production process,  but the cost-quality comparison study 

must be made on the basis  of optimum performance on the part of existing 

equipment and   methods. 

100.    The early stages of development of the automotive industries in under- 

developed countries are deceptively easy.    There  is no great  difficulty in 

establishing a small  assembly plant;    however,  high cost begins with the 

further integration of manufacture.    Assurance of  low cost,  on the other hand, 

beginB with technical  schooling,   apprenticeship and management  training and 

with planning that makes  the best use of available know-how. 
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The discussion 

101. The discussion did not make any significant contributions towards a 

factual cost appraisal of the motor industry in developing countries, but it 

did clarify the basic differences between values and objectives in developing 

countries and those in developed countries.  If it is said that the objective 

of an international firm is primarily and unavoidably the accumulation of 

profits in a competitive market, it must also be said that the objective of 

the automotive industry in developing countries is primarily to overcome the 

practical difficulties of manufacture.  Its first aim is to reach a reason- 

able standard of quality, ani its second one to achieve a continuity of 

production volume.  The problems of supply, of vehicle part and materia] 

quality, of machine maintenance, of tooling inadequacy and breakdown, and of 

qualified personnel overshadow all other difficulties.  Good cost control, as 

practised by international firms, is only feasible when circumstances can be 

reasonably predicted. Such prediction is possible only when a high level of 

industrial progress is present. Por example, good machine utilization is an 

objective of production achievement rather than of profitability.  Materials 

usage is oveibhadowed by quality problems.  The economic use of labour is 

constantly disrupted by material shortages, parts-quality correction require- 

ments and machine and tool breakdowns. This statement is made, not in order 

to discourage efforts for advancement, but to define the difficulties at hand. 

The problems of management should be also understood, especially in the early 

stages of industrial development. 

102. To put this matter in better perspective, however, it must be recognised 

that cost control will be effective in proportion to: 

(a) The level of industrial progress achieved by the country} 

(b) The degree of influence exercised by international firm», either 
by direct control or by co-operative assistance. 

In this last respect, the influence or control which is exercised affects the 

entire field of industrial effort, and not the automotive industry exclusively* 

10Ì. Shortages of capital or lack of facilities were not cited during the 

discussion as being major causes of problems.  There may be shortages of these 

essentials in many instances, but this did not seem to be a major preoccupa- 

tion with participants from developing countries. 
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104.    A more comprehensive review of the economics of the automotive   industry 

IB contained in three  of the papers presented:    "Automotive industries in 

developing countries",   by J.  Baranson (gee  footnote 4 above);     "Establishment 

of an automotive industry in developing countries",  by A.   S.  El  Darwish and 

"Automotive demand in  developing countries",   by A.  G.  Nowicki.-^ 

¿/ The three papers were presented to the seminar by the  IBRD.    The Darwish and 
Nowicki  papers are  reproduced in Part II of this publication. 
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ChM)tT    6 

TOálWIMQ RBQUIRPtENTS AND TIMIMQ 

105»    All historical evidence points  to the fact that the advancement of a 

«©tor industry   in a developing country   is invariably one of continually 

increasing production cost.     There are  many  indications that the major cause 

li«s in an inadequacy  in manufacturing and business know-how.     Low-volume 

production facilities are  inevitably associated with a high labour input. 

Generally spedking,  this  is not objectionable  in itself.    High manufacturing 

cost, however,   is never acceptable.    The term "high cost"  implies highness  in 

relation to some other costs, and  for the national   planner,  the   implication 

must be highness  in relation to planned cost.     The development of an automo- 

tive industry  unavoidably  involves the  training of people in a wide variety 

of industrial   practices}     it involves education,  training in skills,  and 

learning the disciplines of industry.     All of these activities are expensive 

and increase the over-all  production costs. 

106.    A programme of development which has as  its objective a high level of 

manufacturing integration must also include training and educational  programmes 

for industrial   personnel.     It must be  remembered, however,  that while training 

and education  are essential, know-how  is the attribute of practice and experi- 

ence.    In this   larger sense,  training and know-how are derived  from three 

sources: 

(a) Technical   schools, training establishments, and universities} 

(b) The  example and  influence  of foreign nationals from overaa-aa 
affiliates} 

(c) Practice and experience (on-the-job training). 
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107. The problem of wantage  is very difficult to assess.    Of every hundred 

men being training for the automotive  industry  in technical   schools and other 

estábilBhments,   perhaps no more than ten will continue their studies after 

two years.     Still   fewer are those who are able to accept ,,unior management 

posts or technical  authority and ^o on  to  become  first-class  desiare and 
skilled tradesmen. 

108. Tíie direct contribution, both in physical  progress and  in personnel 

development,   that can be made by overseas affiliates of national  automotive 

industries is of the utmost  importance.     Such a contribution can be made not 

only to the vehicle manufacturer but also to the parte and material  industry. 

The  relationship between the overseas affiliate and the developing country has 

a significant effect on the contribution made by the overseas personnel.    This 

Mpact of co-operation is discussed m the paper "Automotive industries in 

developing countries" by J.  Baranson (footnote 4). 

109. On-the-job training may mean learning bad habits and unprofitable methods 

perhaps more often than it may mean acquiring good practice.    Wien men do not 

have any training, guidance or example,  they often employ great  ingenuity in 

overcoming their immediate difficulties,  although not *lways wisely in the 

light of subsequent problems.    These problems will not be solved by theraselva*. 

liiere is an urgent need for good examples and a new approach. 

110. Experience has shown that protracted overseas training for nationals 

from developing countries  is often unsettling,  and that, upon their return, 

if they return,  these men often find difficulties in readjusting to their 

hon» environment.     Short periods of overseas training, however,  with specific 

objectives which relate to problems encountered during actual  work, will aid 

their progress  and avoid the  inertia of a defensive attitude.    Such short 

periods of overseas training,  at the  international  level, are offered by the 

International  Centre for Advanced Technical and Vocational Training established 

by the ILO in Turin,  Italy.     The centre offers advanced training,  ranging from 

three to six months, and combines it with short periods of actual  practice in 

appropriate enterprises or institutions.     This type of training is also avail- 

able through programmes established by several developed nations,   private 

institutions and  individual  enterprises. 

111. The most  pressing need of the automotive industry is  for apprentice- 

training centres.     There is also a need for training in manufacturing engineer- 

ing,   plant engineering, quality control,   production planning and  control, and 
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coat accounting,    Ttois  training must  be conducted within the  country  itself, 

in the various  industrial   centres.    A planner  from a developing country needs 

to know the costs that are  involved,   the financial  assistance  that  is avail- 

able,  the buildings  that  are required,   the  amount  of training  that  is needed, 

the numbers  of students who are   in  training ani   the annual  quotas of trained 

«en.    Most   important  of all, h<»   need?   to know what help  is available  for staff 

training. 

11?,    Itie  ILO, which has  various   technical   co-operation  programmes in the 

areas of vocational   training and   management  development,   presented a paper to 

the se« i fiar,  which  is summarised   m annex   J  to this report.    Manpower plan- 

ning is essentia,   if  labour t»<pply   i?  to meet actual demands,   both in the 

•Äjor sectors  of the economy and   ;n «penal   occupations.    Like other areas of 

economic  and   social   planning,  su*h  planning    ari be divided  into three phases: 

first,  the evaluation of past trend» and the assessment  of future prospects! 

•econd,   the determination  of objectives and  the setting of targets;    and 

third,  the selection of policies  and measures to reach  the targets.     In prac- 

tice, the three phases tend to overlap. 

11),   In the  first phase,  comprehensive statistica of the labour fore« isust be 

•hown - by type, by geographical   subdivisions, by induatriesf  occupation« and 

training attainments.    Unfortunately,   the breakdown by occupation and educa- 

tional classifications are of recent origin and  in many developing countries 

such statistics are still at an  early stage of development.    At this stage 

of ««power planning,   it  is also necessary to have a growth model of the 

industry  and  data on past trends  in productivity and analytical studies fro» 

which demand  estimates can be derived.    The  demand for manpower by occupational 

categories must then be translated into categories according to the kind and 

duration of education and training. 

114,   în the  second phase of planning,  alternative sets of estimates, baaed 

on key variables,  including output and investment and their distribution,  are 

worked out  for employment and skill  formation.    As part  of the  elaboration of 

a comprehensive national  development  plan,   it  is possible to  select targets 

which provide   the most   favourable  combined growth of output,   employment and 

skills by exploring the various   possibilities and by using a process of recip- 

rocal   adjustment of the  variables.    A common   failing is   that  planning is often 

confined   to  certain  categories of  manpower.     A comprehensive approach should 

be the goal,   but this   is  often  precluded by  the  limited  data ard knowledge 

available. 
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115. One« manpower targets have been set, manpower planning enters  ite third 

phase,  whioh comprises the adoption of specific policies  and measures (with 

regard,   for example,   to investment and  remuneration) and  the development of 

appropriate machinery (such as vocational-training facilities and manpower 

services)   for attaining the targets. 

116. Attention should be drawn to the fact that manpower planning is an inte- 

gral part of national  planning.     As such,  it cannot be developed unless its 

planners work in full co-operation with general development planners and with 

other specialized planners in related fields such as education.    Moreover,   in 

order to ensure that questions on human resources  (which are generally of con- 

oern to a large number of public agencies and private bodies engaged  in the 

development and utilization of manpower) are dealt with in full knowledge of 

the various issues and interests at stake,  it is desirable to have,  at the 

national  level, a representative and authoritative body for planning,  policy- 

making and co-ordination purposes.    On the whole,  however, even in countries 

where such planning has made more progress,  the supply of manpower from edu- 

cational  and vocational training: systems still remains largely unrelated to 

development needs, both in quality and in quantity, and only limited action 

has been taken to improve the utilization of the available skilled manpower, 

there is stil1  a long way to go before manpower planning becomes an integral 

part of general development planning. 

117. Finally, there should be a specific recommendation for each trade, the 

technicians of all »anufacturine «teff personnel ami »li levels of junior 

management. 

The place jn industry of university student. 

lifl.   ìli« following news ite« appeared in the London Daily Telegraph on 

15 Jsnuary 1969: 

wfhe Ford Motor Company plans to reoruit 260 university graduates 
this year (100 more than in I968), and expects to interview more 
than 2,000 studente during the next three months." 

II9.   One may be sure that in the Federal Republic of Germany, where there  is 

a comparable Ford plant, there will be similar recruiting programmes.    In the 

United States itself,   it has been the practice for many years for major corpo- 

rations to recruit large numbers of university graduates yearly. 
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1?0.    The paper by J.   Baranson,  previously referred to,  oomaents as follows« 

"Volkswagen vr«s  especially  outspoken on the shortage  of such people 
('Fachleute'),   complaining that engineers  from developing countries 
often lacked  the necessary  practical   experience  to  take  over plant 
responsibilities  and were often unwilling to soil   their hands  in 
factory operations.     Typically,   there was an inadequate supply of 
the  :'() to   io middle-range managers,   technical  supervisors and master 
mechanics necessary  to  set  up  initial   procedures and   improvise or 
make adjustments when  things went  wrong,   especially   during the first 
years of plant   run-in." 

1?1.     The   industrial   laboratory  is compose! of the shop floor and the office 

of manufacturing management and  technical  authority.     In the developed coun- 

tries,   the key  that has opened  the  door of  industry to university graduates 

is  the system of delegated authority and personal   responsibility,   the disci- 

plines of working procedures and systems of reporting,  and approvals which 

•re given on the basis  of commitments made. 

Pilot-plant facilities 

I??.    During the 1920s and 19}0s there was an autarky among the vehicle manu- 

facturers  in the developed countries.    Ford,  in particular,  aspired to almost 

complete  self-sufficiency.     The reason behind  this  policy was  an inadequacy 

in the part-supply industry and  in the availability of some raw materials,  a 

situation which   in present  today  in developing countries.     This  policy was 

reversed   m  the  1950B,  however.    The  increases  in volume demand created a need 

for more   floor space and  additional   investment   in  facilities.     At  the same 

time,  considerable progrese was being made   in the development  of automated 

machinery  and   improved  process equipment,     i'ctter understanding of the prob- 

lems of materials handling,   the profitability  of good plant  layouts,  reduction« 

in   inventory holdings  and  reduced obsolescence,   coupled with new impetus in 

the development of the   supply  industry,   brought  about a dispersal  of many of 

the manufacturing processes which had   previously been considered "captive" to 

vehicle manufacture.     The  tooling,   equipment,   manufacturing standards,   inspec- 

tion equipment   and quality-control   specifications were handed  over to supply- 

industry   firms,     'ine cost effect  of  these  transfers was  favourable to the 

vehicle manufacturer.     Additi urial   manufacturing space gamed   in  this way could 

be offset   against   the cost  of new buildings  and  the opening of new plants. 

In any case,   fixed  overheads   in vehicle manufacture tended to be higher than 

those of small   firms manufacturing relatively  simple parts and assemblies in 
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buildings with lesB head room and simpler construction. At that time, labour 

rates tended to be lower in the supply industry than in vehicle manufacture. 

•me result of all these combined factors was that the negotiated agreement 

with the parts supplier often achieved a cost lower than the "captive" cost 

of the vehicle maker. 

123. Pilot facilities were frequently set up by vehicle manufacturers when- 

ever new and changed produot designs were contemplated. Having established 

manufacturing feasibility and cost implications, these facilities were also 

passed over to supplier firms after the appropriate negotiations had been 

completed. 

124. Tfte deployment of opportunity represented in the concept of pilot-plant 

facilities provides the means of developing a supply industry in which cost 

and quality standards remain under control. It is to be expected that pro- 

gress in management competence and the development of manufacturing know-how 

will move faster in the organization of the vehicle manufacturer than else- 

where. In the use of pilot facilities, the vehicle manufacturers' organisation 

can act as a catalyst of change for the development of the supply industry. 
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Chapter 7 

PROBLBIS OF LAUNCHING NEW FACILITIES 

125»  It must be accepted that the launching of new manufacturing faciliti«« 

ia neither a matter of speculation nor an unfathomable mystery. Nothing will 

happen within the plant (natural disasters excepted) and little outside of it 

which is not foreseeable. Obviously, knowledge and experience are of consid- 

erable importance. The more creative the planning of a new venture is, th« 

more difficili. I the task will become. 

126. Planning should be a constantly expanding effort. Mistakes ar« inevi- 

table. If there is to be recrimination for «very miscalculation, no on« will 

be willing to make a forecast. Recrimination should be reserved for failure 

to recognize changing circumstances when they are known and to replan when it 

seems advisable. 

1?7.  In transplanting a manufacturing operation from a developed country to 

an undeveloped one, complete information in manufacturing standardj should b« 

available. These standards should include detailed manufacturing costs, main- 

tenance standards, capacity assessments and the like. In many instances, 

launching planning will be included in the "package deal". Some of the diffi- 

culties of launching are the following: 

(a) Tooling, machine and facility tryout| 

(b) The learning curve of production and manufacturing staff 
personnel ; 

(c) Material supply problems of quality and delivery} 

(d) Quality control of in-process manufacturing operation« and final 
appraisals; 

(e) Cost control. 
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128. The provision of pre-production training facilities, tool tryout, 

facilities and machines, and other educational exercises will minimize the 

production problems which occur after the beginning of an operation. The 

oost of these preliminary exercises is substantially less than the costs 

that will arise during the initial period under normal production conditions. 

Good anticipation implies a clear understanding of the achievable objectives 

In cost, capacity and elapsed time. 

129. The launching achievements of the major manufacturers is truly remark- 

able. There is usually a six-week period of tooling, machine and plant 

ohaiife-over. Every possible effort is made to advanced pre-production try- 

out and training. Pull production at near standard cost is achieved in three 

we«ks. Where new plants are involved, the elapsed time is a little longer, 

but it is still measured in weeks rather than in months. It may be said that 

the problema of a developing country are of a very different order and that 

the problems of launching a new model involving new product designs and pro- 

cesses (for suppliers as well as for vehicle manufacturers), at production 

volumes approaching 10,000 per day, is infinitely greater than that of launeh- 

ing a current model at perhaps 30 vehicles per day. The example is a challenge 

•nd a proof of what can be done with thoughtful planning. Naturally, this 

type of pliwining is costly in initial expense, but this is more than compen- 

sated by lower production cost. 

130. The capacity of a manufacturing plant is the capacity of the least pro- 

ductive unit of production. Maximum capacity is the production count achieved 

with the shift-pattern, using the greatest number of hours available after 

J     scheduled maintenance and plant clean-up. lach shift, however, requires its 

quota of supervision, manufacturing engineering and plant service, For each 

additional shift there must be planned training and development. It is a 

oost penalty to be confined to single-shift working. 

131. Wien there is an unbalanced capacity in manufacturing facilities, 

partial shift working and overtime hours can be employed to balance capacity 

until further rises in production schedules create the need for additional 

facilities. 
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The discussion 

M?.    lb a very large extent,  the planning of new facilities,   including 

launching,   has been the work of  international   firms  transplanting their indus- 

tries to developing countries.     The subsequent  industrial   progress achieved 

by nationals   from developing countries  usually  takes  place on a smaller scale 

(the exceptions are the more advanced developing countries).     The skills and 

know-how  that  are part of  the planning,   installation and   launching of large 

manufacturing  facilities are examples of the limitations  created by the 

technological   gap that exists between developing and developed countries. 

H}.    Th^ discussion did not  emphasize  this aspect  of the development of the 

motor industry, but it recognized  it as an  important   factor.     It is logical 

to assume  that, whenever industrial  development  is not well planned,   it will 

result in  faults and shortcomings that will be obvious  for a long time, and 

that may seriously impede  further development. 

134.    It  is not surprising that the discussion did not contribute to the solu- 

tion of this geneial  probiom.    It is to no one's advantage that the industry 

of a developing country should be developed on any other terms than the beat 

planning of   its manufacturing facilities.     It must aleo be acknowledged that 

only the  international   firms have  enough available  resources  in skills and 

know-how to  make a significant contribution to this  aspect  of industry. 

H1).    International  firms   in the  process  of transplanting manufacturing opéra- 

tions to a developing country will develop launching planning and  forecasts 

of profitability  in their new place of operation,   on the basis of conservative 

estimates  of vehicle sales.     There was *. • .-¡nplaint  from one of the particiPantat 

supported   by   several   others   from developing countries,   that  international  firms 

were only   interested  m the^r own  profits and had no   interest   in the country 

in which  they   operated.    On  the other hand,  a participant   from a developed 

country  stated  that,  in some   instances,   there was unreasonable  suspicion on 

the part  of the   leveloping countries  towards  the  international   firms.    AB a 

result,  developing countries  often acted  against good advice.     This exchange 

may Beem more   emotional   than   practical,   but   it helped  to   show that,   in the 

past,   international   firms  have not been  sufficiently   involved   in  the  problems 

of  the country   of operation  and,   m consequence,   they have  not worked on the 

bamu of a mutual   interest.     In short,  while the amount   of management  time 
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spent on the problems of the developing country may be proportional to the 

volume and profitability of its own operations, it has not been proportional 

to the size of the problems of the developing countries. 
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ChêPttr   8 

PTOONNEL RELATIOKS 

136.    The ILO has don« considerable work in the areas of labour-management 

relatione, safety and health, the development of employment services and the 

conditions of work, whioh are embodied in the conventions and recommendations 

adopted by the Organisation, which have become known as The International 

Labour Code.-'     The extent to which ILO standards influence the laws and 

practices of a given country depends on that country's economic and con- 

stitutional structure, on the degree and timing of its social development 

and on several other related factors.    In developing countries the immediate 

repercussions of these international standards may be limited in the early 

stages of development, but   industrial expansion and the growing demand for 

manpower increase their importance.    Thus new countries  that have recently 

achieved  independence or older co mtries in the process  of building up their 

own  systems of labour protection can draw special benefit  from the decision« 

of the ILO, whose standards,  can also exert their influence through technical 

co-operation.    Governments  often   -eek ILO assistance tc  draft or revise their 

labour legislation,  to establish or improve  social  security schemes,  to develop 

labour inspectorates  and so  on.     In giving their help and advice,  experts 

in technical  co-operation can refer to the ILO instruments that deal with 

the  relevant  subjects. 

137.     Por the most part,  the portions of The  International Labour Pod«, that 

deal   specifically with industry do so at the national  level and are generally 

applicable  to all   industries,     nf particular  relevance to  the  automobile 

-      "^l  International   Labour  rod«  (1951),   2nd  ed      vol   j     vol#n 
Labour Organisation,  Gene/a. '   V01,il» International 
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industry are the Conclusions and Resolutions adopted by the Ketal Trades 

Committee of the ILO.    These regulations offer guidance to the automobile 

industry,   not.only at the national  level, but also at the level  of the  indi- 

vidual  plant within the industry.     Thus before submitting recommendations to 

a national   planner in a developing country,  the above documents  should be 

consulted.    The assistance of ILO may also prove invaluable. 

The djgomaion 

J 

I 

138.    During most of the discussions, from the beginning of the seminar, 

there was a constantly recurring indication that the greatest difficulty with 

which new countries had to contend was that of developing industrial manage- 

ment and technical personnel of sufficient skill and know-how to meet the 

demands of an expanding and developing industry, particularly in what is, 

roughly, the broad band of middle management.    In the simplest terms, there 

it a desperate need for good and comprehensive manpower planning.    This need 

was acknowledged by the participants and it was emphasized in the di sous« ion 

that the dominating factors were: 

(a) General schooling and technical schooling! 

(b) Trade-apprenticeship training, including further education) 

(o) Accountancy and economic training} 

(d) environmental experience in which the environment provides a good 
example (this includes both assistance from skilled personnel 
from international firms and time spent "on the job" in the home 
plants of international firms by nationals of developing countriaa)| 

(e) The time factor, which was recognised as covering the entire span 
of a man's working life. 

139. Part ici pants from several developing countries whioh had made some pro- 

grese in the development of their industries, expressed the feeling that they 

had learned a great deal, particularly about what should be avoided and what 

must be accepted, as well as that developing countries could help one another 

by a free exchange of information. There was a request from the floor that 

the final report contain the commente and the assurance that developing coun- 

tries would freely co-operate with each other in this respect. 

140. Recommendation No.5 developed out of this discussion  (paraa.208-210). 
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Chapter   9 

REGIONAL CO-OPERATION 

Preliminary planning on joint venturas 

141.    The following is a quotation from the paper by J, Baranson previously 

referred to (footnote 4). 

"One of the  conclusions that  emerges  from the study is that sound 
economic and  commercial policy  is as important to  industrial  progress 
as is success   in overcoming critical  shortages or deficiencies  in 
financial   resources,  production factors,  managerial  and engineering 
skills,   am]   supplier capabilities.     A corollary  to this conclusion   is 
that the pattern generally  followed by developing economies  in estab- 
lishing their automotive  industries needs critical   scruti ny. 

14?.     I*  follows also  that  the potential advantages  of common-market  arrange- 

ments will  not be achieved  if the  pattern generally  followed by developing 

economies  in establ ishing their automotive industries is  the same one used  in 

regional   co-operation. 

14 i.     5oun«1 economic  and commercial   policy is equally dependent upon the exel- 

lenee of analysis and   fact  submission by middle management and by technically 

authoritative personnel  as  it is upon  skill   in policy making. 

I44.    W'th this understanding, some of the potential  advantages of common- 

market arrangements  are: 

(a) An opportunity for economy in a concentration of management effort 
in policy making, middle-management administration and technologi- 
cal   competence; 

(b) An opportunity   for better  utilization of manufacturing facilities 
by reductions   in the number of manufacturing centres? 
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(c)  Better utilization of available skills  in design,   manufacturing 
Processing and other manufacturing and plant-en^ neering acui- 
ties,  quality control and  the like. activi 

145. To reap these advantages,   there  must be a reduction in the number of 

different vehicles with similar specifications.    A rationalization of models 

by potential  profitability also may be  desirable. 

146. The importance of national  pride  in the location of vehicle manufacture 

cannot be ignored.    It so happens, however,  that vehicle assembly is not espe- 

cially sensitive to volume demand.    In considering regional co-operation among 

three countries,  for example, the provision of three assembly plants  is neither 

irratio aal nor overly destructive of economic potential.    Capital   investment 

is highest and  the concentration of management effort needed is greatest  in 

engines, axles,  gear boxes and sheet metal, and it is still high in other 

components such as suspensions,  electrical equipment, brakes and steering 

mechanisms.    A regional co-operation planning proposal based on shared compo- 

nent manufacture at fixed transfer prices could prove more practicable than 

common-market arrangements where protective tariffs have distorted values and 

have not made any provision for the rationalization of productive capacity and 

the availability of skills. 

147. An international firm's potential  in the long-term prospect of earning a 

return should be substantially enhanced by a joint venture in which two or more 

countries were  involved.    There would be greater justification for a substan- 

tial commitment  on the part of the international  firm;    a commitment which 

could include not only vehicle and major component manufacture but also tech- 

nical assistance in the development of the parts industry. 

14ft.    International firms respond readily to planning based on sound and com- 

prehensive analysis and appraisal.    Here again, the combined resources of the 

planning personnel of two or three countries has the greatest potential for 

good performance. 

file discussion 

149.    Br.  J. Beckel, of the Economic Commission for Latin America (ICLA), 

presented a summary of the regional co-operation agreements m use  in 
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South American countries,   indicating progress made by these countries.    Son» 

of the  difficulties retarding regional  co-operation are  these: 

(a) Difficult  terrain between regions,  coupled with long-distance co»- 
munication and   transport,  can be a major obstacle  to regional 
communication; 

(b) Difficulties in finding and establishing substitutional industries 
for trades which have been displaced by the amalgamation of indus- 
try resulting from regional   co-operation; 

(c) Difficulties in establishing equable transfer prices and agreement 
on capital   investment; 

(d) Difficulties  in  ensuring that quality standards will be met and 
that continuity  of supply will  be guaranteed; 

(e) Difficulties in establishing a common product  and  in ensurinr a 
supply of spare  parts   for abandoneu production;     model and engi- 
neering changes by the  international   firm can be a danger to 
production viability where production is tied to a specific model. 
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150.    Ihe following itatMMti suggest ti» sequence of reviews, proposai• ani 

ranowainrlationa which would constitute a comprehensive pian f©r • a»tor indus- 

try la « developing country: 

(») A review of the eurrent statu« of national   plana allied to the 
•otor industry,  including existing eorviee, maintenance and 
rapair facilities,  road planning, currant transport adequacies 
and inadequacies,  major faetora influencing forward roqutrenetit 
and apacial consideration»! 

{©) {fciantification and rationalisât »on of requirement» at preaent, 
during tha next five years and, somewhat mora speculatively,   f©r 
tha following fiva years;    tha quantification would assume a con- 
tinuance of currant traoda and known fartora| 

(c) An analysis of th« raquiraa»ants indicating significant volumes and 
principal coat  i tarnsj 

(d) A review of the national  vehicle park,  including its aga structura, 
with observations on ( i ) the effect of carrant service, «untenaiwe 
and repair performance on vehicle life and (ii) actual  achève- 
ments  in vehicle performance  in ton/miles ani passenger/"" lea, 
waking comparisons with standards achieved etaewherei 

(•) A financial  review of current circumstancee in th« r^jtor industry 
with forward estimates- made on the basi e of  implementation of 
approved plans;     profitions accounting aga mat äF? \ um d standardsf 
actual   cost comparisons with approved   proj«^-«    •••-.>. itmentRj 

(f) A review of selling prices   m connexion with   import -tutieo and   tax 
chargesj 

(g) A review of the  national   tariff ani   tax  structure and   ita effect 
on the development  of the motor industry; 

(h)  A review of current  manufacturing ana   importation 4greefr¡efits with 
international   firme,  including conflicting  interests ani av-n datile 
duplioat ions| 

Él 
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(i)  A rtvum of   inherent  motor-mdustry  man ufar; turine capacity and 
production achievements with estimates of forward trends; 

(j) An analvnis   >f" " ¡rrent  manufacturing cost with particular 
reference   to high <<>rtn|    a  review of coat  trends ano   the  factors 
that  f<>ri--ii • ior.   them, 

IMi     fh«  following «TO  j.     I   reviews will   serve  tie  a  background  to  the  presen- 

tation of n«w piar»- which may   include regional   co-operations 

(a) A general   review of new proposals,   including expenditure estimates, 
•uppl1er—industry  proposals  am1   plans   for regional   co-operationj 

(B) listai Ir  of  proposed   forward   plann   for regional   co-operation; 
statements  01   «peptic  expen i i ture  and  cost  implications»     state- 
ments of  pr»nci|>a!   -it vantages  and  d  sadvantages5     review of 
negotiations   in hand ani anticipations  for progress; 

(e) fteviow of the np** lai problems- of the co-operating regions; 
•ts,t<>aentp of quant if icat on of vehicle demand for each co- 
oper» ting region} 

(d) A revi PI on of itemr    a)  to (j),   inclusive,  as dictated by the 
demande of regional  co-operation; 

(e) An outline of proposed  objectivée  for negotiation with Interna- 
tiona!   firme; 

(f) Str + e«enti5  and reasons  for preferred  international  firme and 
products; 

(g) A full review of forward plane with proposals for financial 
partie, pat ion of international   firms» 

W»    Finally,  approval   should be requested for: 

(a) Regional  co-operation proposals; 

(b) Ifcriff and  tax revisione  in principi«! 

(c) Proposals  for the participation of international  fi 

Selected  international   firms,  with alternatives; 

Proposed expenditures and  financial  commitments; 

IM. 

(d 

(• 

(f Proposed assignments of responsibility  for negotiating with co- 
operating regions and  international   firms. 

"Ru discussion 

Th<  agenda was developed as a logical sequence of those elements of 

planning which must be considered and analysed and which form the changing 

pattern of progress by which the  future  can be anticipated and controlled 

in  nome measure.     In  practice,  and under the existing conditions  in developing 
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countries,  progress has become out of phase,  and there have been leaps  in 

development  for which a country is often  ill  prepared.    For example,  a number 

of assembly plants are  now operating m countries which are not yet ready  for 

manufacturing integration and are therefore quite unable to  integrate manufac- 

ture  profitably,  by any   standards,   at  the  low volumes  prevailing  for any 

specific model.     Por this and many  other reasons,   automotive-industry  planning 

must,   m many  instances,   begin with a rationalization of existing circumstances 

and  the application of corrective measures which will  make the most of past 

progress. 

154.     The true objective of industrial development in a developing country is 

the betterment of the nation as a whole.    The motor vehicle of the  international 

firm is invaluable to developed countries and will remain so in the foreseeable 

fu+_j*e.    Developing countries, with very few exceptions, cannot compete with 

the giants of the  industry,  despite the great disparity in wage rates.     The 

industry can only survive  in the protected market of a developing country. 

I 155»    The participants  felt that substitution achieved a clearer understanding 

1 of the essential  differences in the objectives and purposes of industry  in 

developed and developing countries,   the true nature of the problems that devel- 

| oping countries  face and some understanding of the path they must  follow. 

I56.    The recommendations of the seminar, with the exception of a suggestion 

for the establishment of a UNIDO automotive institute, were mostly concerned 
I 
i with current problems.     The recommendation for such a UNIDO  institute  implies 

I the  recognition of inadequacy and aeed.    While  the institute may come   into 

J being and serve a useful  purpose, the contribution of international  firms to 

I the advancement of the motor industry in developing countries must remain a 
i 
j dominant factor for a long time. 
ï 
I 
» 

* 
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Chapter il 

3UIWARY OF DISCUSSION 

í-jl*    Even a cursory review of the automotive industry in developing countries 

from the standpoint of developed countries would reveal that most of the prob- 

lems stem from lack of planning. It is also an unavoidable conclusion that 

what is now needed in the automotive industry in these countries is good 

national planning, in order to provide a climate in which the industry can be 

brought to a level of performance closer to that achieved by developed coun- 

tries. Thin pressing need prompted the organization of this seminar. 

158. The representatives of developed countries and of UNTDO acknowledged that 

they had learned a great deal from the seminar and had acquired, as a result, 

a better understanding of the basic problems that beset the industry in devel- 

oping countries. This report is an attempt to reflect this understanding and 

to contribute to a reorientation of the development efforts being made by those 

within the automotive industry in developing countries. This attempt neces- 

sitates a review of some of the problems that have been revealed by the seminar 

discussione and which have proved to be stumbling blocks to a proper under- 

standing of the conditions within the automotive industry., 

The general problem of planning 

IV). There is a widespread misconception that a plan is a static instrument 

with set objectives that will come to fruition if it is carefully followed. 

Planning, however, involves the actions of people over a period of timef  it 

can therefore never be static.  It is also a misconception in the sense that, 
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fjr what often turn out to be very good reasons,  the plan cannot be always 

followed to the latter.     The following example illustrates this problem: 

Motor-industry planning as practised by the more advanced   international 
firmst     First,   it must be understood  that  the organi ration   is based on 
clearly defined delegated authority.     Second,   this au'hority  is exer- 
cised  through established,  written  procedures of working and  formalized 
systems of reporting.     Third,   all  reporting is either   ... accurate  state- 
ment of past  performance or a commitment  to future performance on  the 

I part of the manager responsible for the report.    Fourth,  the report, 
¡ either in  summary or in detail,   is  the instrument by which  senior man- 
| agement controls the business and determines policy direction. 

It must also be understood  '.hat development, whether it be  in new or 
changed products,  new or changed facilities, and even in such matters 
as industrial relations,   is a continuous process which has  no begin- 
ning and no end.     It can be  identified at any time by a surrmary of 
the reports.    This process of development can become crystallized into 
planned action (as,  for example,  in the approval of new model objec- 
tives).    The instrument of approval will consist of a relatively small 
document which summarizes all the essential details but which is based 
on vast amounts of paper work.    Every week approximately 1,000 pounds 
of paper in obsolete reports are discarded.    The reporting system 
includes progress reports on approved projects which comprise the use 
of computers, critical-path networks and complicated timing-programme 
techniques. 

160. Skis planning teohnique is characterised in its essentials byt 

(*) A »pec i fio oommitment to performance which is assignable to a spe- 
cific person for every necessary actionj 

(b) A reliable reporting system whioh identifies quickly the need for 
oorreotiv» aotioni 

(o) An instrument of management control whioh allows management inter- 
vention on a day-to-day basisi 

(d) A reliable reflection of cost, cash flow, profitability and phys- 
ical progress; 

(e) A sum of effort in which the whole work force, from the managing 
direotor to the floor sweeper, takes part identifiably. 

161. A great number of staff members would be able to make significant con- 

tributions to planning: 

(a) Not loss than 300 persons at management level; 

(b) Mot less than 2,000 technicians covering all trades and technical 
aspects  (even these figures do not include the back-up services 
and the contributions made by supplier firms). 

162. Therefore, great care must be exercised with those objectives advised by 

experts as bsing both feasible and achievable. 
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The  national   planner 

1' '.     Tn  the  orfani/.ational   structure of highly developed   international   firms, 

there  ic no  one directly  responsible  for creating piano winch are then  imple- 

mented  b.v   othern.     'l'hère may  be a  central   staff department   responsible  for co- 

oH mating  planning effort,.     Krom  time to time,   planning exercises concerned 

with  feasibility   ,nd  practicability   of new and  unconventional   proposals will 

be developed   m  co-operation with  the operating departments,  but   there  le no 

autonomoun   "planner"   in  eoi e  command. 

164.     Thin  total   ariti assuredly  micceeeful   effort on the part of an  interna- 

tional   firm's organization  iv  the result  of the  stable conditions of its 

environment  a. id  al BO of the comparable excellence of  ltB  supply  induetry.    <%• 

stability of th1P  environment   io alno enhanced by  the  efficiency  with which 

other  indiir.trier.  purnue  their affaire.    Government statiate» are reliable, 

accurate and  comprehend ve.     ¡Jover.ment   intervention  in the   form of restrictive 

or , nrestrictive   legmlation   ie wgmal   in  its effect  and  can usually be 

anticipated  and  provided   for   m  total   planning. 

16«,.    National   panning in a developed cOU„try  i. concerned with trend« rath#r 

than with objectiver.     Thus,   an   mr-reaee   m the  purohm.. tax on paeeenpir v»hi- 

elee will  probably  be part of the  legielation concerned with the «i«t of the 

national   hire-purchaRe   lebt and   the  balanee-ot-payment  problems. 

166.     So  far  thie   report  has  ahown   that automot«ve-induotry   planning m devel- 

oped country  lt,   the prerogative of  the motor  industry  itself,  and that  the 

national   planner,   „mofar ar he can  be   identified,   i* concerned with co- 

ordination und  the control   of trends  by meamire. which will   accelerate or 

de**Urate   ind»rtr..-il   and  c0,lPUB|cr tendency.     There ^y  be   industrial   pro- 

tection   i„ the  form of   ,„port  charge,  on  foreign  product...     occasionally  there 

are government grant, or oubmdie, designed  to otimulat. backward   mduetry or 

to divert   .nluctrien to specific areas, of high  unemployment  or other weakneea. 

•Hi i H report   identifier two  !'m«du,m-,   but},  or whi-h em.n  , -  „  11   -•    . i H   wni-h fould  ue  called planninf 
but which  have  different   fun. tionc.      ;-hey  rlre: 

Ì:ì)  mun'Ifu",* r,rPPt!V  'T"ern,H Wlth  th«  1%-^ai   implementation of 
m.   ut,, tur.ug ol,ectiVP„  but   ,„ which control   i. eiercieed on 

l^lU    Z/ n '   :mi  *•iM'u• <**»* »» • «ont ima», 

lb'   n,u"""r>Uvrcl«i  .-,t   .-..,t.-l,Uu.g  trend,   ,„  ex.ntiug  mduetry 
--eleratuig or decelerai „« progress ana,   ,,, „orne   mïtwo2' 
«blurting new element,   i„  the   induetnal   compi,«? -m*m* 
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167. Neither form of planning is static m the sense that it can be put into 

a document weighing so many pounds and which took so many years to produce. 

Bach of them is dependent on a highly organized control syctem based on 

planning. 

16°. With this understanding, the role of a national planner in a developing 

country becomes more sharply defined.  The principal difference., between 

national planning in developed and developing countries foUow from the fact 

that, in developing countries: 

(a) The environment is neither stable nor predictable} 

| (b) Government legislation is inevitably far more drastic and 
salutary in its effect; 

(c) Government subsidies and grants are not merely stimulants, but 
vital necessities for industrial survival and progress ¿ 

(d) me number of personnel required to take upon the administrative, 
technical, as well as the middle- and senior-management responsi- 
bilities, is inadequate; 

(•) Government statistics are not available and are extremely diffi- 
cult to establish because of constant and swift changes; 

(f) Wie motor industry is partly in the hands of international firms 
Whose planning and control is usually excellent, but who generally 
relay responsibility to the hands of nationals (usually the sup- 
ply industry) whose abilities may not be the highest. 

ié9« Most of these observations pertain to basic differences which are 

©feviôuely considerable, but item (d) above is of vital importance and must be 

properly understood. Industry planning, which is concerned with the physical 

implementation of manufacturing objectives in a developing country by an inter- 

national firm, can be highly competent. Coat quality and manufacturing control, 

insofar as they are in the hands of the international firm, can be expected to 

meet a reasonably adequate standard. 

1 10,   At its worst, manufacturing performance by national personnel who are 

receiving little or no assistance from manufacturers of developed countries 

will be beyond control and result m high cost, poor quality and manufacturing 

uncertainty i  if this is not the case, then there is no major problem. This 

broad outline ir, the root of the problem, which is intensified by two further 

considerations: 

(a) The degree of manufacturing integration of the vehicle manufacturing 
unit} 

(b) The extent to which an international firm controls any aspect of 
manufacture. 
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171.     These  obnervationB  on the  problema  of  planning  the development of a 

motor   industry   it,  a developing  country were  not   the direct   nubject   of seminar 

discussion.      During the   course  of discussion,  however,   cot.1'] ict ing  pointr  of 

view were  revealed,   part i cui ari ,v  between  participante   from developed  and  devel- 

oping countries.     These  conflicting  attitudes were based on   the  probi em j  of 

planning   in  these   two different  environments.     At  the   end  of  the  seminar  there 

was general   recognition  that  progress had   been made towards   bet 1er  understand- 

ing.     It wa<-   in part this  recognition of a   need   for better  understanding which 

gave rise hi  the  first recommendation  for the establishment   of an automotive 

institute. 

Why a motor  industry? 

i'l?.    The motor vehicle  is a great communicator and,   in many  instaneeS|  the 

only practical   neans of transporting goods   from one place to  another»     It is 

the lifeline  of a nation's development.    Capital  cost   in vehicles and operating 

coot are at  their lowest where they are imported from and serviced by interna- 

tional   firms. 

173.    Insofar as motor-vehicle transport is an element   in the development of a 

nation and  in the exploitation of ite natural resources, cheap transport  in 

terms of capital  cost,  passenger miles and  ton miles must surely be one of the 

first  objectives of good  planning.     Comprehensively good planning will be that 

which not only insures cheap transport in the present but also preares the 

foundation of the  future  national  industrial development (not necessarily in 

the motor industry). 

174t    Cheap transport in the present  requires: 

(a) Limitation of manufacturers and vehicle types in order to simplify 
maintenance and reduce variety  in vehicle spare  parts and servio« 
complication;    and 

(b) Good maintenance,  repair and service  facilities  in order to maxi- 
mize vehicle utilization,  as well as to prolong and conserve 
vehicle  life. 

175.    Industrial  development  for the   future requires: 

(a) 'me progressive development of an industrial environment throu^i 
capital   investment; 

(b) Technical   schools  and apprentice-training establishments;    accoun- 
tancy-training schools;     general  education;    special short-term 
training centres  for craft training. 
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176. University -duration is not a short-cit or a substitut«   for t«cnni<<«l 

schooling and apprenticeship.     However, there ,ue oth**r   industri«!   field» 

which  require  thorough  university training.      !„   ihr  early ,ta*.n ,,f «„tnewtive- 

induBtry  development,  however,   mer, w, th  p.-a.-t ¡rai   (Ml i   terhtu.-«i   training  are 

in greater demani.     furthermore,   »     i-vear-nM un,venu tv man   lt, not   -ir^pta^d 

to the  shop-floor environment   and  probably  Will   noi   like   it,      ¡t   u,   n.,t   yèi|1 

he "does not want  to get his h.inds .iirt.v",   but rather  that hu«  university 

training has  shown  him a world   no different   from the nhop floor   »!   a mm UH.»tur 

induBtry  that  the  latter will  seem entirely  unattractive.    However,  ,* i'«w gifted 

me    with vision and  great  energy may   RV« m  a growing  industry  an opportunity 

for self-expression and  personal   eatîrfaction.    It   iu they who will   be th* 

••nior managers of  the future. 

177. In developed  countries,  there  IF a period of about  thirteen yearr betw« 

the start of  technical   schooling and   the beginning of management rovfwttnr«, 

approximately  ten years must be  allowed for   the fall  development aï muvymmmì 

capability.     11  will  be argued   that developing countries!  cannot afford tu  atmà 

such a  long time in  the development of a motor industry.     In nr.-spt*n# thin 

argument,   the  following analysin  of elapsed   time  server   -ie % ^asureisent  old 

(a) The strength and competence of available man power |     and 

(b) Basic training and environmental   requirement« for  th» future, 

178. Poor quality, high cost and uncertainty of supply m national projet«, 

in raw materials and in vehicle parts have a disruptive effect on the vehicle 

industry. If such an industry relies heavily on the importation of material 

and vehicle parts, it saves very little in foreign exchange and mk«u no mg. 

nificant contribution to the industriai maturity of th# nation. 1%,« develop- 

fl»nt of the supply  industry should proceed as  follows! 

(a) Vehicle  service, maintenance and  repair fa« i î ltiec   for pubi H 
transport, commercial-/ehi ele fleets,   industri»! equipment 
(tractors etc.)  and  passenger vehicles} 

(b) Manufacture of accessorises  and mmple  repi *<--erneut   parts| 

\c) Development of manufacturing competence  )f,   »tdw  t ndwtr »** 
(domestic appliances  etc.)  which will   insur •  m rapid talia-ovar 
of vehicle-part manufacture  following the establishment   ,«f 
vehicle assembly} 

(d) 1fce development of the supply of raw mate»"» 
steel, chemicals, plastics and rubber. 

such  as  in«) 
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IM,  A motor-vehicle industry will only succeed after at least the first 

three of the above points have been arrompíished.  It may, however, need 

governmental subsidies and grants.  The co-operation of international firms 

in the supply and vehicle industry ir essential, an well as manpower training, 

as explained ,-ibove.  A very early establishment of vehio] e-u¡v.u.  _ plante, 

followed by mandatory legislation for manufacturing integration based on a sup- 

ply i nd un try incapable oí' Tieeti ng the demandn, must be avoided >f progress is 

to be maintained, utherwn-e, high import tariffs and import embargoes, ruinous 

increases in vehicle cost and, consequently, in the cost of national vehicle 

transportation, will be the inevitable result.  The establishment of a supply 

industry which is basically inefficient and badly organized will, once estab- 

lished, be difficult and costly to correct.  It is not an exaggeration to say 

that premature pressure on a supply industry can cause a general setback from 

which the industry will not recover for at least ten years. The reasons for 

this situation are: 

(a) Men who have neither the training or the proper experience become 
established in positions of privilege and responsibility} 

(b) Bod habits and practices m manufacturing procedure become ingrained 
and rerilt in a resistance to change} 

(c) High tariffs and import embargoes develop overproteetion, weaken 
the industry and rob it of its vigour. 

lflO« There are many reasons for the high cost, poor quality and production 

uncertainty in the automotive industry, 'iîie technological gap is one of these 

reasons and diseconomy of scale is another.  Self-criticism is uncommon.  It 

WAS refreshing to hear during the seminar the acknowledgement of mistakes which 

could be ascribed to aanagument inadequacy ani planning deficiency.  One of 

the mintaker a'know1edr»ed was the establishment of vehicle-assembly plants 

before first establishing a sound bar is in the supply industry. Another con- 

fessed mistake was tho attempt to establish passenger-car assembly before 

commercial-vehicle assembly. The reason for this is that the variety and 

number of vehicle parts ami the nature of parts required (particularly sheet 

metal^ present a rather formidable problem. 

¡lit- plaunum problems of the more-advanced developing countries 

1"1, Wille the difficulties oi'  the automotive industry in tht more-advanced 

developing countries are varied, the central problems ire adequacy at all 

levéis- of -«an.ig»went and the competence oV  the technicians and the men in the 

nk i I le i t fa un'. 
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182. The  following analysis,  which is based on the standards of developed 

countries,  will  serve to measure the depth of the problem and to suggest the 

necessary corrective measures,  as well as the approximate time span needed for 
development  and change: 

(a) Training background of all  personnel,   from foremen  to top manage- 
ment,   and of all  technicians and  skilled tradesmen; 

(b) Organizational  structure and the manner in which manufacturing 
control  is exercised (including,   for example,  quality-control 
procedures and maintenance performance); 

(c) An appraisal  of the environmental  circumstances and  their effect 
on industrial   development. 

183. The government of a country may be aware that, while there may be other 

B«rious problems  in the  industry,  such as shortages of available  facilities, 

or of foreign exchange,  neither good facilities nor the availability of capital 

for further investment will bring about immediate environmental  changes which 

require many years  for proper development.    The basic problem is to start 

training potential  managers at  thirteen years of age (even earlier if ordinary 

schooling is  included) and to continue this training without  interruption until 

middle age  in the proper environment. 

Industrial maturity 

184. Industrial  maturity in the motor industry implies that a country may 

dtsign, manufacture and market a unique vehicle in profitable competition with 

international  firms.    This is where the technological gap and the diseconomy 

of scale are  felt more strongly.    The capability for designing a competitive 

motor veni-.le does not rest exclusively with the design department of an inter- 

national firm.     Such a department is merely the co-ordinating point of a tech- 

nological competence which can be found in every aspect of the nation's life, 

in public office,   in education,   in scientific research and  m industrial  Ufe. 

The annual  volume of production for a unique vehicle necessary to support a 

passenger-vehicle product design and a manufacturing and marketing complex in 

competition with world markets  is generally accepted as  300,000 units per year. 

Usually this  is also supported by a substantial  income and profit  from the sale 

of spare parts.     Diseconomy of scale is not a relationship of 300,000 to,  nay, 

10,000 units  per year, which is an approximate volume fri   a developing country. 

The latter is not making a unique vehicle and  is concerned only with tho manu- 

facturing end of the total  effort.    Diseconomy of scale .is a source of trouble 

only when the manufacturing method forms part of design and requires capital 
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investment d i«proportionate to th- volume. Usually this IB true only in part. 

Kor example, in developing countries, asnembly processing anii equipment are 

tailored to the volume require! and, at plant capacity, -anufaoturmg coate 

pompare reasonably with high-volume aiuiembly conti-..  Inherent high cost in 

the manufacture of partr ami aeoembliee can be minimize! m two ways: 

(a) hv  -level oping manufacturing proceden mn table to low—volume 
production; 

fb) hy product-design changée 'often of minor significance) which 
permit the une of manufacturing methods suitable to low-volume 
production. 

1P-5.  International firms have the capability of re-deeignmg and re-pi oce@Bing 

production operatiOIIF to achieve low costs- in  low-volume production. To eome 

extent this it? alrealy being done.  A¡? a general ntatement, it can be said that 

whenever an international firm IR involved in a manufacturing venture in a 

developing country and exerciser oonnierable control, the cJPt of production 

(at planned capacity ', insofar as A   can be controlled by the international 

firm, ir, at a level which bearr reasonable comparison with the cost of produc- 

tion in a d e ve '. o pe d e o un t ry , 

lw6.  Tt ic not ¡nrprising, therefore, that such a long time is necessary for 

the development oí' a motor industry, nor should thic be a cause for diacouraga- 

«ent.  'Hiere a- relief alno in the knowledge that for many years the efforts 

of developing countries will be restricted to manufacturing.  These efforts 

can be advanced considerably by the co-operation of international firm«. 

lq7. Hie guide-liner- for the national planner are the following! 

(a) To provide the .seeded training in techni-al school e, »pprentl©«- 
trainmg entabl¡nhmentr and the like; 

(b) To protect the industrial environment by avoiding unplanned ana 
ill-equipped industria! ventures! 

(c) To tieek agreements with international ftrmg th it include provision« 
for personnel training; 

(d) To avoid action that couli lead to high tariff walla and ultimately 
to an over-protected industry and all the resulting problème} 

(e) To improve the government statistical service»; 

(f) To develop industrial legislation parallel with the industrial 
development ; 

(g) To encourage regional ••«»-operation! 

(hi To negotiate for a greater involvement on the part of international 
iirmo in the training of men and in the eetabl i ahmen t of the «upoly 
induHtrv. * 
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The role of the  international  firm 

lflfi.    Chaptar III  and the statistical  annexée of the paper by J.  Baranson 

referred  to above   (footnote 4)  discuss  the relationship of  international   firms 

with all   the countries of the world  by  size and resources. 

189.     Tnese  statistics evaluate  the   industrial   relationship between developed 

and developing countries and their respective vehicle parks.    The two most 

important  statements are perhaps: 

(a) In 1966,  the vehicle  park  in developing countries wae 12 per cent 
of the world total   (excluding countries with centrally planned 
economies); 

(b) The average annual  growth rate of developing countries is 11.7 per 
cent,  as compared with  the  figure of 6.2 per cent (1950-1966) for 
developed countries. 

IfU.    The paper also suggests that  the potential of developing countries 

exceeds that of developed countries,  particularly in annual consumption of new 

vehicle», although the realisation of this potential may take many years. 

The nature of the markst 

191.    Almost all  the developing countries are irrevocably cosmitted to the 

policy of developing an automotive-industry manufacturing eoapUi within their 

own boundaries.    A proper understanding of the limitation and implications of 

this objective and  the policías  it  engender« is essential   if there are also 

to be polines and objectives on thr*  part of the international   firmr  for pro- 

moting the growth of the motor industry and  its markets   in developing countries. 

Almost without exception,  the technological  gap and diseconomy of scale make it 

impossible  for a developing country  to enter the world market with a unique 

vehicle which has been developed,  designed, manufactured and marketed by  its 

own nationals.    Hie transplantation of manufacturing operations  from developed 

to developing countries  is both achievable and viable.    However,  even this pos- 

sibility seams  impractical   Í measured by  standards of reasonable accomplishment) 

without  the assistance of international   firms.    In developing countnen there 

is a scarcity of men  in the skilled  trades and of qualified  people who .an 

assume  technical   responsibility.     The reason for this   msuffi' lency   u?  that 

vary many   people are  required who have  hud  technical   and  special   e.-hu¡.! irig,  as 

well  as apprenticeship,  development   and  experience  in un   m-i^-triu!   ^nvtHjnment. 

19?.    It may  be thought  that   international   firm« are providing adequate -=i¡.sis- 

tance to the manufacturing plants  they  have established   in developing '-uuntriea. 
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However,   this   in  only  a amali   part  of  the  total  effort  required.     In the 

international   markets,  nil   firms  accept complete  responsibility  for their 

proiucto.     A  manager  could  not blame  a  supplier's  product  an  the reason  for 

high  cost,   poor qiality  or customer dissatisfaction and   feel  absolved of all 

responsibility.     A   partial   list  oí"  the  responsibilities  attached  to the manu- 

facturing department   of an   international   firm   includes  the   following: 

Troceos engineering 

(a) Approve  machine  layouts  of suppliers; 

(b) Assist  m correction  of production difficulties (including assis- 
tance  to  purchasing department on  items obtained from suppliers). 

Machine and tool design 

(a) Approve  vendor machine and  tool designs,   including related elec- 
trical,  hydraulic,  pneumatic and  lubrication circuits and 
diagrams; 

(b) Assist   in correction  of production difficulties,   including Misi»» 
tance to  purchasing department on  items obtained by supplier». 

iftttrials and  equipment engineering 

(a) Approve equipment   terigns  of suppliers} 

(b) Review  supplier capability. 

Materialo-handling engineering 

Review containers? and   packaging on incoming materials. 

Hïese statements  refer only to vendor suppliers. 

19^»     In many   instan -es,  the responsibility of  international   firms in a d«v«l- 

oping country   is restricted  to the assembly  plant.     Mandatory  legislation  for 

manufacturing  integration  in rarely,   if ever,   followed up by the international 

firm with enough vigour and attention.     This legislation,  however,  is being 

•tiforeed  at  present  and will  be   ine.'itably enforced more  strictly in the  futur«. 

1*14.     If an   international   firm  intends  to remain   in  the market of a developing 

country,   it  should  recognize several   fundamental   factors.     For example: 

(a) In most   instances there  are  too many  manufacturers  participating 
in  the small  markets  oï developing countries.     As maiiy as twelve 
assembly   plants are  operating  in  ,t country  with  a  total   annual 
production  i including trucks,   luises and  passenger cara)  of little 
m excès»? of  I   ,»H'.'   vein-les.     ¡lus '-reates  a  problem  in the devel- 
opment  of a vehicle-par ti-  man ufa--tun tig  industry  and   in the  pro- 
vision of spare  parts,   velu   le repair  and  service. 

(b) 'the development  of a  vehicle-parts manufacturing industry start» 
moet   logically with  the manufacture of »pare  parts,  accessories 
anil  after- arket   ¡»rodu   ts. 
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(c) Developing countries do not save in foreign exchange or in total 
vehicle cost by employing knocked-down parts during vehicle 
assembly.     To do BO does not make a significant contribution to 
the country's industrial   development,   although it  is deceptively 
easy  to accomplish.     It   is,  however,   a  prerequisite  of manufac- 
turing integration. 

(d) It  is not   in the   international   firm's   interest to sponsor the 
development of an  industry of spares and vehicle parts which 
because of a lack of know-how and resources,  will  result   in poor- 
quality products,   high cost and uncertain production,  all  of which 
are a burden to  the   industry and a barrier to industrial   progress. 

(e) Developing countries  do not want an industry which is imposed 
upon them and for which they are only slightly responsible;    they 
want equal  partnership in the industry's control and development. 
admittedly,  this is a big problem,  for thesj countries lack avail- 
able personnel with the proper training,  experience and industrial 
»aturity.    The compromise must be a package deal, which is com- 
prahansive and factual   in its provisions for training,  apprentice- 
ship schooling and management development anJ  participation. 

(f) In the high-volume markets of developed countries,   industrial 
success can be measured by marginal advantages in marketing,  prod- 
uct offering,  company image and after-sales service.    In the future, 
•uccass in the markets  of developing countries may depend on the 
co-operation of an international firm in the development of a 
country's total  industry,   in which it  identifiably accepts a part- 
nership role.    Marginal   superiority of the product may be of little 
importance« 

(f) An understanding of the problems of a developing country and a 
greater participation in total industry development require a con- 
centration of management effort quite disproportionate to the size 
of the market.    What  is probably needed is an overseas division 
apacifically concarned with the efforts of developing countries. 
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Chapter 12 

RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE SEMINAR 

195, Th* following recommendations made during the seminar for poseible aotion 

by UNIDO, in oo-operation with other United Nations bodies, are presented below. 

Recommendation No.l 

I96» It was recommended that UNIDO, in co-operation with the industry, estab- 

lish an institute for the general purpose of assisting developing countries in 

the establishment and further growth of their automotive industries. In par- 

ticular, the institute should provide the following aids. 

Planning assistance 

(a) Advice and assistance of expert personnel in the development 
of national automotive plans and projects in all aspects of 
planning, whenever they are requested; 

(b) Training courses for nationals of developing countries in the 
principles and practices of working towards the growth of the 
automotive industry and in the techniques of planning and 
presentation, whenever they are appropriate. 

Manufacturing control procedures 

(a) Developing and publishing simple manufacturing procedures and 
reporting systems suitable to low-volume production manufacture, 
including the ancillary and parts industries; 

(b) Advice and assistance of expert personnel in the implementation 
of manufacturing procedures and reporting systems; 
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io)  Seminare of instruction for nationals from developing countries 
in manufacturing control through the use of working procedures 
and reporting systems  in the  fields of manufacturing engineering, 
plant engineering,  production planning,  and quality and cost 
control. 

Production methods 

197. Advice and assistance of experts in the techniques of production method« 

suitable to low-volume production, including the ancillary and parts 

industries. 

Adaptation of product designs 

(a) Advice and assistance of experts in the adaptation of product 
designs for low-volume production, as, for example, the use 
of glass-fibre-reinforced plastics in body construction; the 
ancillary and parts industries could also be covered; 

(b) Instruction seminars on design adaptation, with special refer- 
ence to the necessity for maintaining product quality and 
engineering excellence. 

SBSM 

(a) Suitable bibliographical material; 

(b) Information for developing nations on the availability of new 
literature, with recommendations as to its scope and 
applicability; 

(o) English, French and Spanish translations of extracts of par- 
ticular interest and technical value, whenever this seems 
desirable; 

(d) Publishing information on the latest developments in the motor 
industry, and encouraging, whenever appropriate, the development 
of special techniques in the use of new materials, manufacturing 
processes, product designs and any other modern methods which 
can have a beneficial influence on the automotive industry. 

Sewlaara 

198, Seminars ean be organized whenever speoific subjects make it advisable 

to disseminate useful information to developing oountrie«. 



Kec >mmen-¡at i   n  Nr.,," 

lr>.     At  a  fTT"up meeting r ¡ncerne.i with  the  shortage  of  sp.-<re  parti*   in   level- 

'••pitttf countries',   and  especially   in  Latin  America,   the   f   11 >wmr  p< a n t P  WíT* 

entablishe-s  ry  B<W     f  the  cauneH  <>f  this  corH i 11 • ta 

(a)   in   I'-mr-  caneo   vet.i fiep  are   *it"   "¡ach   ar    "•    ;, carp    ìli,   and  no 
nparc   parts':   are  aval loile   from   any   tv uroej 

ft.)    !n  8'imr  nafles   vehioler    >nly   ':   yearn   o] I  are  aliv    short  of 
spar«»  partB | 

(r)   'eal*-rr  a-  n   t     r ier certain  «par»1   part:-   because  of quota 
restrict.! ,nt:    -.r   h*T- i«e  they   are  ..inwi 1 ! ltif  t"  pa;/ ht^rh 
import   suties*  or  t     tie  up  their    -apita]   in  pl->wiy  moving 
it«ma| 

(d) '"here   in n     r- — -r 'ii.'íti; n  of   lemán i   fr-n   numerous  separata 
ieaìeri- ano  n ••  Rentrai   apare-parto   íep^tj 

(e) Come car ma»- ufacturer* have  -liscont inue-i  pr "luntion -irvi,   in 
con@«*pi#nee#   their dealerships have  leen  ai arnione i| 

(f) in »owe  irietanre-i«   there  are  special   OK'   vehielee,  now dia— 
continued,   f T' which n •  sparer  are available} 

(f)   Sotne   cruntr*. *-p   have  ma<te   farter    ieulr-,   exohan^inf  their 
agricultural   pr^-iucts  for care,  without   including spare 
parts?,    ("hanget;   ir, the market  situât ion have cut off 
further oppo-rt-inity  f r  Wärterin*" f*.r spare  part». 

• 00,     Tt was recommend«» 1  that   level oped  countries make  their international 

firm« aware  that  the shortage of spare partp  in  developing countries has a 

serious effect  on  the economy   >f -level oped countries.      The utilisation of 

vehicles   is  often seriously  diminished   because of ceri-'UB neglects in main- 

tenance,   owin^r to  the  fact   that spare  part? ^re not  available ami the  coat  of 

maintenance   is much higher than is   justifie«!   by the  service provi Je-!,      Inade- 

quate repairs are often marie  in an attempt  to make  the  vehicles serviceable. 

Service  parti? are  generally  available  in   level oped  countries?,   although  they 

are  often  acquire.)  through sources  other  than  the  original   vehicle manufacturer, 

It  is also  recommended,   therefore,   that  the  developed  nount ri en encourage their 

international   t'irmi-  to  no-operate with partp manufacturers  in   the supply  of 

spare  partp  to  developing countriec, 

:o\.     A  final   recommendation  to developing countries was  formulated,   to  the 

effect   that,   during the   levelopment  of their national   plana,   they give  apecial 
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attention to the establishment of a spare-parts industry for the following 

purposes! 

(a) To provide spare parts; 

(b) To serve eventually aB the first stage in automotive-industry 
development, where appropriate} 

(c) To encourage the development of a parts induatry for original 
equipment. 

?0?,  In this last respect, the seminar constantly emphasized that vehicle 

assembly manufacture should not be undertaken by a developing country until 

suitable progress has been made in mechanical industrialization in general 

and, where appropriate, in the development of a parts industry.  The integra- 

tion of vehicle-assembly manufacture does not in itself make a significant 

contribution to coat reduction or to manufacturing integration and should 

therefore be delayed until clear evidence is available that the subsequent 

continuance of manufacturing integration will proceed smoothly and without 

excessive oost and quality problems. 

203, Regional oo-operation is often obstructed by the diversity of vehicle 

types and makes which are present in oountries seeking co-operation. Wien an 

international firm's licensed production is common to several oountries among 

tfhioh regional co-operation can be developed, the firm can be of assistance 

by developing plans for manufacturing integration which depend on the supply 

of parts from one country to another, and in which the volume of demand is 

established at its maximum. It is therefore recommended that developed coun- 

tries make their international firms aware of the problems and advantages of 

regional co-operation and request that they co-operate in the development of 

regional plans for interdependence and the development of their motor indus- 

tries on th'3 basis of maximized demand. The same considerations may apply to 

interregional oo-operation, 

?04.  Taking into consideration the individual size of the markets in Latin 

America in connexion with the economic scale of production of motor vehicles 

and their components and parts, it is reoommended that Latin American 
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Governments continue their efforts to co-ordinate and to complement the 

national development plans for the automotive industry. The seminar recog- 

nized that this would be an effective means of achieving cost reduction in 

the manufacture of motor vehicles in the future, as compared to the present 

situation.  Due consideration should be given to the utilization of the 

existing continental, regional and subregional institutions to carry through 

the necessary negotiations at the Government and industry level, as well as 

any preparatory studies that might be required to this end. 

?05. In order for developing countries in different regions to achieve lower 

manufacturing costs and consumer prices for motor vehicles, it is recommended 

that the respective governments create favourable conditions for the integra- 

tion, complementation or re-distribution of existing motor vehicle and parte 

manufacturers. These conditions should encourage large-scale production in a 

horizontal structure. The addition, integration and complementation of fir*, 

•hould be carried out at both the national and regional lévele. 

dation Wof4 

?06. It was evident, during .eminar di.cu.eion«, that the divewity of vefcieit 

types and makes in many developing countries where total demand 1. relatively 

low is a limiting factor in the development of the automotive indu.try. It i. 

therefore recommended that the Governments of developing countrie. recogni.. 

the necessity to develop p1 ana of rationalization whereby the variety of type. 

and number of makes of motor vehicles may be reduced. 

?07.  Tn order to improve uniformity in the maximizing of production vol,*., 

it is also recommended that the unification of legislation and technical 

standards in the automotive industry be studied on a regional and international 

bas,a by the appropriate regional authorities and within the framework of th. 

International Organization for Standardization (ISO). 
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Rtoot—ndation Wo.S 

Manpower training 

?08.  The eeminar disouBBion indicated that the greatest difficulty «et ty 

developing countries in establishing their automotive industrie* i» -, ^ rtv» 

in skilled manpower.  This shortage is particularly acute in thr higher mart. 

ment levels of manufacturing engineering, plant engineering, producti-m plan- 

ning, and quality and cost control.  It waa therefore recommended that the 

Governments of developing countries make increased and special provi«inn for 

the training of men in these fields of industrial reaponaifaility. The rlmwmtu 

of training which are included under these headings arei 

(a) Asie teohnioal and scientific education, which is the responsi- 
bility of the Governments concerned! 

(o) Training with international fir««, which is provided by these 
firma in the implementation of their overseas development| 

(c) Training which is inherent in the op-ration of production 
equipment at shop-floor levelj 

(é)  Supplementary and continuation training given to suitable 
paraonnel in the continued development of their skills and , 
management ability. 

209, It was recommended that the Governments of developing oountria* take 

apeeial note of items (a) and (d)t and that the Government» of developed ootMH 

trie« «hould take note of item (b). In reepect of item (c), while thus i« 

normally part of the motor-induatry development by international firm«, level- 

oping countries can assist eaoh othar (aa opportunity serves) in providing 

thi« form of training. 

210. The attention of the OovaraaMMita of developing eewitrie« mm  eel led to 

the long period of training and practical experience which t« neceaaary in 

the development of highly «killed produet-deaign engineers and the higher 

levels of manufacturing management. It was therefore recommended that they 

make allowances for these long training periods in the development of their 

automotive industry planning. Because of the long ¿raining periods needed in 

the development of skilled product-design engineers, it is necessary that pro- 

visions for their training be made at an early point in a country's development. 

This training requires the co-operation of international firmi», and therefore 

there waa a special recommendation to the Governments of developed countries 
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that   their   international   firm» eotabliah training faciliti«« for produot-d««ign 

©ngineern at an «ariy atn^e of manufacturing expeneion. 

Beoo«i»enrtaUoti MoT6 

jjyiu. factoring integration preference 

Hi.    The  Perni nar dineuiuiion  omphanized that  th« frorth of a motor industry in 

a developing country   bey-inn mort  suitably with th« manufacture of commercial 

vehicleH,   tmiWrB and  buner..     »he  problems of paaeenger-car manufacture, 

reiiulting  from the wife  variety  of requirement®  of ita  parte  industry,   the 

frequency  of engineering chañan and the special   problème  of body work,  art 

»or« difficult  to nnive.     it was  therefor« recommended to  developing countrie« 

that,   if  it   in economically viable,   the manufacture of commercial  v«hicl«8, 

trauere and buse« ahould precede  that   >f pansenger oars.     The first  part of 

this reconmendation ««  l*««d   m  the- practical   advantage  of manufacturinf 

these commercial   vehicle* a« oPpnM.i  to paasertger cars.     One of the«« advan- 

tages  IB the vide variety    f commercial  vehicle« which are based on coiwuon 

•ivrine« ani    inve-ì meo,   „, cnmbinaM .,„ *lth  differing chassis length«.     It 

war, also felt  by  th«! participantß  that commercial vehicle« are a mor« «eeential 

«i««»nt in m country»« economic   level  paient. 

Poco—«»dation Ito.7 

a?.    It mm «uggente) that, in order to keep «br«a«t of développante ia 

•»tor-vehicle production ani deeign techniques,  engineer« wa technician« 

fro» develop»^ countrie« becoaw members of soeietie. of automobil« enfine«*» 
4« developed countrie«. 

?l\. -hi« wouM ^k« it po„ibi. for the« to tak« part, «very ««eond year, 

in the world congre.« for «ut «a» t i v« «ngin««r«t wh.r* tfeey »wld be «Me to 
*#k ifuention« and make suggestion«. 
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yvnim Addrea« b,v Mr. A. Mrhmk 
v'ioc-Chairman,   Federal   Committee   for  lndut-tr.v, 
oVochonlivakia 

I   have   the  j.leaoure,   on  the   occasion  of   the inau.--wrat.i..ti of >l)Ur  „«.„,,,..,,. 

f welcoming .you   ill   in  the  nam«   of the  Pelerai   Compatte.-     f  Industry  of the 

^echoniovak  Socialist  WepuUic.      I  h,Pe  that   the «umin.-.r  will   fulfil   all  pur 

expectations,   and   1   wish especially   that   th..¡;e  -«not,,-   ,0,   who   ire   ,r. 

Czechoalovakia  for the  fimt  time,   will   en. = o.y   their ntay   in our county. 

AB  regarde  developing countries,   the concept of  thit-.   oemmar  ie   in  full 

agreement  with  the policy of Chechoslovakia.     • -ur Reputai o  participates   m  the 

aid  extended   h,v  "NIU-   to developing countries-     In our  country,  we are   imrv 

of th« fact  that  the  development   of the ThiH World  is   i  ¿trave  international 

problem,   and  that all   countries  must help to  solve it.      The main point   here  10 

industrial nation.     'Mrs IG  a  ornali   country,   and we  realize  that  we munt con- 

centrate  on  th« most  effective  forms of aid.     |fc believe  that one such form 

«ay be participation  in UNIDO activity  in all   fields which stimulate  the 

process of  industrialisation,   thereby multiplying the economic potential  of 

developing countries.     One way of  doin^ this   is the exchange of experience by 

msmm of seminars such as this  one.    Czechoslovakia  is   »r^anizin,' a  three-month 

training coarse on all   types of engines  for the benefit   ¡if personnel   from 

developing countries.     At the request of UNltt-,   this curse will   be repeated 

every year.     Our country has  recently become a federation   of two nations,   the 

Cr.ech and   the Slovak nations.     Therefore,   it   10 one of our  tanks  to achieve 

econome  plans  in our country  as   noon me  posai ble," AB  soon an we are able to 

'lake  full   uae of our economic potential,  w« shall be able   to extend our ;iid to 

ther countries,  especially  to  those whose unfortunate  historic development has 

' itherto made  it  impooaible for  them to take  full part  in  the industrial 

• ''volution. 

As a  result of technioal   ievtilopment,  man is no longer governed by nituref 

u the contrary,  man  i a now starting to ¿overn natural   forces and laws,    Mith- 

at  humar,   intervention   in  industry   ani  induatrialiaation,   it would be   impossible 

ii'i-b'e   the  t'up  between developing' and   developed cuntnep.     It   in  t>,  no 

.'••••i-  a'vrantare  that   thu- rap  oh<Hil-j widen  ani  eventually   become  an bri b*eabl« , 

' <•-   o.-minar  IB  one attempt   t<>   find ways  and  means  X-,   bridge-   thi-;  rap while 

" • • !•<•   i:- yet   time. 
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Wille the automotive   industry  of the United States of Amerio» has had 

¿treat  influence on  itn  national  economy,   it  has  also become a centre of 

interest of all   European  countries.     After  I'M'),   it was   î-he automotive   indus- 

try   of Europe  that  holpeo   to «tart   the wheels of economy  turning again after 

th« Second Morid Mar.     1   see no reason why   the  automotive  in dust*-,,   .should not 

also bo a stimulating fore«»  for general economic  development  in the countries 

of the Third Morid. 

The seminar programme indicate»  that you will not overlook the basic con- 

ditions which must be  fulfilled before the automotive industry can be developed 

in any country.     Phis  means that  sufficient   industrial  bases must  be estab- 

lished.    Automobiles  are  very complicated machines}  they must be built   fro« a 

very large number of componente and. a wide  rang-e  of material«.    Success  in 

developing the automotive  industry will   therefore be greatly  influenced  by the 

growth of all   other basic  industries.    Thus,  all  automobile factories are vary 

complicated and must  be utilized to the utmost.     There must  be a great  deal of 

oo-operation and a division of labour, not only between European countries tei 

between continents,  if the highest degree of efficiency is to be achieved 

everywhere. 

Mhiie the term ••economic §epH represents the differences between countries 

and groups of countries,  it seems to be meet mmrked in the automotive industry. 

Developing countries wiehing to start their own automotive industries Mit 

co-operate with highly  developed countries.    Much will depend on the extent to 

which we shall  be able  to reduce the gap between them.    Certainly,  no reel 

results can be achiewd without sufficient dissemination of technical knowledge, 

Csechoslovak policy  m  thi¿ area is based on concrete experience. 

The seminar programme  indicateti  that you will  try to answer all of the 

basic questions which necessarily  arise when onm is seriously considering the 

development  of an automotive  industry.     It   ir.  ray oonviction that you will  be 

able to achieve the purpose of your seminar,  and  I hope that the resulte will 

lie of lasting vai ¡e to   individual  seminar participants, as well ae tc your 

respective organisations and countries.    I wish you and your seminar muoh 

success. 
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Statement by Mr. I. H. Abdel-Rahman 
Ikeoutive Director of UNIDO 

It i8 a great pleasure to welcome to the seminar so many recognized 

experte in academic knowledge and practical experience from industrialized 

countriee, together with those from developing countries experienced in 

pioneering in industrialization. The balance of representation augurs well 

for the success of your work.  For, while the industrially advanced countriee 

have the know-how of technology and management, there is value on the other 

hand in the direct experience of the developing countries with the establish- 

ment of industries under difficult conditions. 

There is no doubt about the important role the automotive industry plays 

In the economy of a country.  In the firet plao«, few other industries cover 

such a wide range of technology and manufacturing prooesses or use so many 

different raw materials. Also, few other industries require so many differing 

tools, machines, and production equipment. Finally, because of the wide 

variety of products that are needed for the manufacture of a motor vehicle, 

there is an inherent stimulus to the development of many other supporting or 

related industries. 

Yet another benefit will accompany the establishment of automotive indus- 

tries, namely the effect this industry has on the people engaged in it. team- 

work and oo-operation must be all-pervasive in the wide field of industrial 

effort that is set in motion by this industry. Me believe it is in this 

oo-operation, at all levels of authority - whether in manufacturing and plant 

engineering or in tool design and process engineering, whether in work- 

measurement, quality-control or oost-aooounting - that competence and adequacy 

will be assured, »ich competence will bring about customer satisfaction, good 

quality, low cost and an assurance of added value in the manufacturing process. 

Tour terme of reference are indeed broad, oovering, as they must, the 

«mole spectrum of problems connected with the establishment of an automotive 

industry. I am pleased to note that you will devote most c'.' your time to 

questions that have a direct bearing on the development of this industry. Tet 

there are other aspects, too, and I see that they have not been neglected. 

Where men use tools, we must begin with the repair, servioing and maintenance 

of the existing vehicle fleet. It is here that many a young man will oome 

first under the discipline of the industry. It is important that he should 

learn his trade in a well organi «ed environment. 
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Towards the end of your agenda, you will be conoerned with regional 

co-operation. The very terms of UNIDO's charter cause us to hope that this 

co-operation at the international level will receive the required attention. 

In fact, I believe that there is a great opportunity in the development of the 

automotive industry to diversity manufacture so that countries may co-operate 

with one another to their mutual advantage. 

These are some of the practical aspects of the development of an auto- 

motive industry. However, the motor vehicle itself has a unique contribution 

to make in the social evolution of a country's development. The motor vehicle 

is a means of communication, bringing people together, whether they come from 

the small villages and country towns or from the big cities and centres of work, 

culture and education. As we know, not all of these moves are necessarily 

beneficial*, there is much in them that may be harmful. Nevertheless, by the 

interchange of people and ideas brought about by these moves, the barriers of 

ignorance, bigotry, intolerance and isolation are slowly broken down. 

To the common man, the motor oar is the "seven-league boots" of legend. 

It is in a sense a magic carpet for individuals and communities, to transport 

them out of a primitive past to a future of higher standards of living, 

improved medical services, higher education and better recreation. 

Progress is something that comes from within; it cannot be imposed upon 

men from without. Men must want to progress before they oan move forward. 

Travel, first-hand acquaintance with conditions and values elsewhere and a 

look at other ways of living can bring about the realization of men's dreams. 

Men and women from hitherto, relatively unchanging environments will respond 

to tangible practical examples. They will want to reaoh out for the oppor- 

tunities which they see unfolding before them. In this lies much of the hop« 

that sustains us in what we are doing. 

It is, therefore, with great sinoerity that I extend my good wishes to 

you for the work you have before you and for the fulfilment of ths purposes 

of this sentir %r. 
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Statement by Mr. O, V.  Soskutv 
Chief of Engineering Industries Section 
Industrial  Technology Division,   UNIDO 

J 

This seminar has been organized by UNIDO in conjunction with the 

Government of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic.    The subject and principal 

interest of the seminar is how automotive industries can be started or expanded 
in developing countries. 

The seminar is part of the work of UNIDO.    I would like to explain to 

those who are not familiar with our Organization that UNIDO is an agency of 

the United Nations under the jurisdiction of the General Assembly, which 

created it in November I966.    It must carry out its function essentially on 

the basis of meeting urgent needs of the developing countries,  in accelera- 

ting their industrial development through operational and promotional activi- 

ties,  supported by relevant research.    The Industrial Development Board - the 

governing body of UNIDO - has asked the Executive Director, among others, to 

help in the formulation of industrial development plans and programmes; to 

identify those industries whioh should be developed to help developing coun- 

tries in the effioient utilization of new and existing capacity; to promote 

co-operation among developing oountries; to assist in the dissemination of 

teohnologioal innovations and to organise appropriate seminars and other 

meetings on speoifio aspects and problems of industrial development.    The 

present seminar was organised aooording to these terms of referenoe. 

The seminar is oonoerned with the preparation of guide-lines and recom- 

mendations for developing countries, for industrialized oountries, and for 

UNIDO in the development of the automotive industry.    The agenda includes 

eleven specific items,  eaoh supported by a list of documentation and separate 

discussion items.    Not all of the items are of equal importance; there may be 

others that ooour to you, and I should like you to feel free to ask for their 

inolusion if you wish to do ao.    However, there are so many interests that 

have important bearing on the development of the motor industry that you will 

probably not be able to do full justice to all of them. 

A preliminary report has been prepared whioh íB intended as a framework 

or. whioh to construct the final report.    This preliminary report was developed 

from the papers whioh many of you have submitted and whioh are valuable con- 

tributions to the sum of knowledge and expert advice whioh are being brought 
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to this seminar.     I  am sure that you will   aleo wish to expand and develop thie 

framework in   fulfillinp the purpose  of the seminar. 

Thus,   there are eleven mam subjects  for     ;scusBion|   then there are  lists 

of more specific items   fur diocunsnon to which you may winh  to add}  and 

finally, as a result  of your discussions  there will   he recommendations you 

will  want to  make:     to   .ievel./ping countries;   to   industrial ir,e i countries}  and 

to  UN 1TX).     Perhapr,  these  reconmen iat ions  aro  the  mont   important aspects  of 

your work,   CIG  they will   represent  the  views  .>f a  cr-oo-section < f authority 

from developing countries  in reoponoe t- the experience ano   knowledge of 

experts from  industrialize! rnmtries.    «hat you   iiscuver  in  the course of 

your discussions will  be  of very real   value.     Your final  report muat not  fail 

to record this aspect  of your work. 

The report will  be  prepared by  the rapporteur in co-nperation *ith the 

discussion  leaders at the end of each session.     Towards the end of the seminar, 

a final report will  be  prepared ani   submitted t •  the seminar,  t     m transmitted 

with your approval  to the Executive   Director of UNIDO. 

The ta*>l: before us   is not an easy one,   but  we hope   that,  with the help of 

many recognised authors,  and through the present ar i oont-itwtione of eo many 

distinguished experts,  a fruitful exchange of view« and eowid reoo«»tBéationi 

will emerge. 
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3tatoment by »r, V, Keppert 
Director,  iotor Car Research  Institut* of Chechoslovakia 
Co-Director of the Seminar 

Allow me,   on behalf of the preparatory committee,  and of all  the techni- 

cians and economists  from the automotive  industry  in Czechoslovakia who are 

taking part  in  it,   to welcome you to the opening of this IINIIK) international 

seminar.     It  is  a great honour  for the Automotive  Research  Institute to have 

been entrusted  by the Ministry of Industry with organizing such an  important 

meeting,   attended as  it  is  by the leading experts  from Europe,   America,  Asia 

ani Africa,    We  have among us eminent  scientific workers who have prepared 

lectures  for this  seminar embodying a wealth of experience,  not  only from the 

technical   but also  from the economic point of view.     I thank  them most ,iarmly 

for their willingness  to pass  on the best  results of their many years of work 

to all  of us taking part  in  this seminar, 

The goals of the seminar are well  known.    It  is designed to promote a 

thorough understanding in the developing countries of the complex conditions 

that are necessary for the establishment of an automotive industry.    Naturally, 

the discussions at this seminar will also benefit those countries which have 

already started  the establishment  of this  industry. 

This seminar  includes a large number of participants from different coun- 

tries of Europe and of other continents,  as well as experts from our own 

country.    Czechoslovakia is a country with a long tradition in the automotive 

industry.    You are all  familiar with the pioneering Tatra cars,  which first 

appeared seventy years ago.     The Skoria tradition  is also well  known.     1  am 

convinced that   the technicians and economists from our enterpriser, will   be able 

+<• contribute ideas which may  be useful   when we come  to drafting  the conclusions 

an«'  recommendations of the seminar.    We are very happy that the  UN I IK) secretariat 

entrusted several  of our experts with preparing basic  lectures   for this nominar. 

(ireat understanding hat.-   been shown  by  the managers of our enterprises in 

organizing visits at  the close  of the seminar.    Me  ¡.shall  visit  enterprises 

where  it  will  be  possible to  see very modern production equipment  and progres- 

Rive  production  methods as,   for  instance,   in  the Skoda works  at   Mia la Holes! av. 

,e ,'awa motorcycle assembly  plant  is also  extremely modern,  as   in  the new hall 

f.r performance  tests   for large  diesel   engines at  the  IJAZ-Sk • da  plant at 

'atianee.    We shall  also see  enterprises working under difficult   conditions and 
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faced with various problems.    We hope that these visits will  give all our 

quests an  Mea of the  structure  of our iritiustrv,   and we believe that some of 

the equipment  will  also   be of  interest. 

Here  in  Karlovy Vary,  we shall   see some products at a small  exhibition at 

which several   enterprises that  produce automobile accessories will   be taking 

part,  and  our Automotive  Research   Institute will   display a speKal  apparatus 

for measuring and recording for testing purposes.    These  instruments have been 

.developed ami pi-, duced  in our Institute.     In addition,   Czechoslovak and  foreign 

enterprises will  show films they have made to illustrate production and  testing. 

Me think you will   enjoy your  stay in Czechoslovakia,   despite the fact that 

the seminar  is taking place during the winter. 

Allow me to express my thanks and the thanks of my colleagues on the 

preparatory committee for the excellent co-operation we have received fro» the 

UMIDO secretariat  in Vienna, especially Mr. Grigoriev,   Mr.  Soskuty, 

Kr, Gonzalez-Hernandez of UNIDO and also Ar. Gabriel of the Czechoslovakia* 

Mission in Vienna. 

May you have a very pleasant stay in our country and may our seminar be 

a BuocesB. 
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Opening address  by  Mr. .'.   Schulmann 
Chief,   Technical  and  Economic Services, 
dawa Heucarch  and   Denim  Centre,   Pra^-ue 
Chairman of the Seminar 

It  is an honour  for me to  nerve  a« chairman of the Seminar .in the 

Establishment  and   Development of Automotive   Industries  in Developing Countries. 

I wish to thank you  for the confidence you have placed in me and in my country, 

and to aseare you that  I   shall   ,io my   beet to carry out my duties to your satis- 

faction,   with a view to reaching our objectivée. 

You are all  familiar with the general   programme outlining the individual 

sessions and  the subjects  to be  discussed.     Because all   of you,  or at any rat« 

a great majority of you,   have seen the papers to  be discussed at the  seminar, 

little useful   purpose would be served  if they were now to be  read here.    The 

papers will therefore serve as bas¿s  for discussion of the principal   topics 

set out  in the general programme as well.    The authors of these papers,  and 

those taking part in the discussion will thus have  sufficient  opportunity to 

elaborate any points that  they may have made.    However,   in view of the complei- 

ity of the problems to be  discussed,  let us not dwell on details but rather 

deal with essentials.    It  is only in this way that we shall  be able to reach 

our objective,  which,  bearing in mind  the diversity of problems of the ind»- 

vidual countries,  should be a guide or a set or recommendations for those who 

will face the task of planning the establishment and development of the auto- 

motive industry in the developing countries.    If we achieve this objeotiw, m 

shall have fulfilled our task, and I am oertain that we shall  spar« no effort 
to do so. 
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5. Cost implications, capital and expense, profitability 

(a)  Assembly; 

^b;   Ea.tiii.y   maiie  poti'lo» 

(o)  Major units (engines,  axles etc.); 

(d) Sheet metal; 

(e) Plastic bodies; 

(f) The economics of low-volume production» 

6. Training requirements and timing 

(a) Semi-skilled production workers; 

(b) Skilled workers; 

(o) Technicians (manufacturing engineers, plant engineer»)| 

(d) Cost accounting; 

(e) Production planning and control (including inventory control)} 

(f) Quality control. 

?•    Lwttwhin*- problems 

(a) Pre-production training facilities! 

(b) Launching planning; 

(c) Capacity planning and production buiid-ttj»} 

(d) Shift working; 

Discussion of typical cases of establishment of automotive industrie« in 
developing countries. 

8, Personnel relations 

(a) Safe working practices, control of toxic substances and maohine 
guarding; 

(b) Heat, light and ventilation} 

(c) Employee services? pensions, health, reoreation, security and 
canteens; 

(d) In-plant training and management  development; 

(e) Statutory regulations. 

9«    Regional co-operation 

Preliminary planning on joint ventures. 
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10* Oo—l*ion of aotor-indmtry planning 
(a) Timing planj 

(b) Financial planning:    calendarisat ion of investment«,  produetion 
expense,  importation cost,  tax and import contrôlai 

(c) Planning revisions. 

lU »*iw of Prospects and plan» for the autoaotive indu,^ i» *uf 

n»iU to faotoriee 

rolloifin« the seminar, the participants visited several •etor-wiiioli and 

an«Ul*ry pianti.    Cosmnts on the faotoriee visited are presented In mg g. 
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ANNEX 

COMMENT HY  C.   MOORE ON  THE  PAPER   "THE WORK  OK 'IHK  ILO   IN 
RELATION  T   THE H gl'Ai.  TRAMv'",   i-Y  THE  ILO  SECRETARIÂTT/ 

The  paper  contain«  no easy  'tnswers   to  the  many  problems  of  the developing 

'°'intl'es   ln   PUf'h  ;ireas  as  labour,   training,   and   supply and  demand.     However, 

it  should  be   pointed  out   that   it  wan   submitted  as  an   information  paper on  the 

work of the   ILO and not as a working document. 

It should  also be understood  that  the  ILO is not a sort of European labour 

exchange,   nor was  it established   for  the  purpose of contributing to national 

planning,  although  the  ILO,   in   its  current activities,   is deeply   involved  in 

m; npower  planning.     The  ILO  is  a specialized agency  of the  United  Nations, 

working in  the area of labour and social   problems,   just as UNIDO works  in the 

area of industrial  development,   and  so on.     The  ILO was founded   for the con- 

tinuing improvement of the standard of  living of men and women throughout the 

world.     It   is  originally a standard-setting organization.    Much work has already 

been done  in  setting international   standards  in such areas as hours of work, 

social   security schemes,   industrial   accidents and standards  for establishing 

labour  inspectorates.    These are  embodied in the conventions and  reeommen- 

iations adopted by  the  ILO,  which,   taken together,  have become known as the 
?/ 

International  Labour Code.-7   The extent  to which ILO's standards may influence 

the  national   laws  and  practice  of any  country depends  on  factors  such as 

its economic  development,  constitutional   structure and degree and   timing of 

social   development.     The  immediate  effect of international  standards may be 

limited,   especially in countries   in  the early stages of development, but after- 

wards,   against  a background of  industrial  expansion and a growing demand  for 

manpower,   these  standards become  increasingly important.    Thus,   for example, 

•tewly  independent nations or older nations  in the process of building up a 

system of labour protection and labour legislation can get special benefit 

from these adopted standards. 

]/  The paper was presented to the seminar as document ID/WO.U/?0«    Reprints 
are available  from the  International   Labour Organisation,   Geneva. 

~    The International  Labour Code  (1951),   ?ná ed.,  vol.1,  vol.11,   International 
Labour Organisation,  Geneva. 
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The  ILO alno exerts influence  through technical   co-operation programmes. 

Governments  seek   its assistance   in drafting or revising labour legislation, 

improvement of social  security  schemes,  and so on.     For  the most  part,   those 

portions of the  Code  that deal   specifically with  industry do so at the national 

level  and are applicable to all   industry,   including the automotive  industry. 

Of particular  importance to  the automotive  industry are  the conclusions and 

resolutions adopted by the Metal   Trades Committee of the  ILO.    These are dis- 

cussed briefly   in  the  paper.     These conclusions and  resolutions offer guidance 

in this area not  only at the national  level but also at the level  of the indi- 

vidual plant within the  industry.     Thus,   for example,  a developing country,  a 

developing industry or an individual  plant which wants to determine what has 

been done on the  international  level  in setting up safety and health services, 

what has been done or how to go about determining minimum hours of work, or 

maternity protection for women,  can consult the International Labour Cod» and 

the relevant conclusions of the ILO Metal Trades Committee.    Since the Second 

World War,  the  ILO,  like all  other international agencies, has devoted 

increasingly more of its energies to technical co-operation, until today a 

major part of our resources are devoted to this area» 

Generally speaking, the activities of the ILO with regard to various 

aspectß of labour problems consist primarily of formulating labour standards, 

as noted above,  engaging in continuous research into labour problems and 

directing the ILO's efforts into broad areas of human resources (including 

manpower planning, which is of special interest to this group), development 

of social institution« such as employers' and workers' organizations, building 

up a labour-management relationship in developing countries and improving con- 

ditions of work. 

The information contained in the paper submitted is limited to a brief 

description of the activities of the ILO in the fields of vocational training 

and management development in technical co-operation.    It also discusses the 

work of the International Centre for Advanced Teohnical and Vocational  Training, 

insofar as it relates to the metal  trades and, wherever possible, the automo- 

tive industry.    A short description of the work of the Metal Trades Committee 
is also included., 

It has been  the policy of the  ILO to plan and develop its technioal co- 

opération projects in direct relationship with the economic plans of the 

countries receiving assistance and  in terms of economic planning.     (Further 
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reference to this is made below.)    Consequently,   its vocational-training 

projects are designed to fit  into national  schemes of this type.     The paper 

then gives a brief summary of the  ILO's activities in the area of vocational 

training,   indicating the extent of the effort of the  International  Labour 

Office   in this area which  is  specifically directed towards the metal  trades. 

It should be added that  these activities are aimed primarily at the vocational 

training of instructors,   foremen,   technicians and other strategic   personnel   in 

order to  take advantage  of the multiplying effect of their training.     In other 

words,   the  task of the  ILO  in this respect  is not to train workers but  to train 

people who will teach.     In that way,  for every man that we tram,   provided 

that he remains in the area,  there will be any number of additional  people 
trained. 

Of particular interest to this seminar are problems that will be encoun- 

tered in the developing countries as they achieve higher levels of industriali- 

zation.    Prom the experience of the ILO in the area of automotive training, 
three major problems can be pointed outs 

(1) In spite of gradual growth of an automotive industry,  insufficient 
training is given in the area of automotive maintenance.    Pre- 
planning for maintenance is either completely ignored or the estimate 
oi  future demand for mechanics is set  far too low. 

(2) The demand for spare parts is extremely difficult to predict and, 
as a result,   in the developing countries,  the usual situation is 
that certain parts are abundant, while others are almost unobtain- 
able.    This problem is  invariably made worse because of a lack of 
foreign exchange.     Nevertheless,  an optimal   inventory of spare parts 
is possible and can be predicted with reasonable accuracy.    Experience 
has shown, however,  that the necessary analytical   job is rarely done. 

(3) Since developing countries accept a wide range of vehicles,  they 
lack the advantage of a standardized automotive industry.    This 
failure to standardize aggravates the spare-parts problem and 
increases training problems,  since mechanics must be trained to 
maintain a wide variety of vehicles. 

When these three factors are properly considered and acted upon, both training 

problems and the consequent cost can be reduced. 

Another area of ILO activities  in technical co-operation, other than voca- 

tional  training,  is management development.    The main purpose of ILO activities 

in this  field is to establish permanent machinery for raising productivity and 

assisting in management development, while at the  same time training the local 

staff to  take over and expand the initial schemes.    Here again in the paper a 

series of examples are given. 
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Of particular  interest  to this meeting  IB  the   International Centre for 

Advanced Technical and  Vocational Training,   located   in  Turin,   Italy, which was 

opened   in  V)(>1>.     H had   become obvious  to  the   11,0 that,   m  addition  to the 

basic   training which   it   was helping  to  pive workers,  technicians and  others  in 

the developing countries,   it   wae also  essential   to provide ad vai  'eu  technical 

training to  a  limited  number of ¡selected   individuals   in  a modern   industrial 

environment   to  familiarize  them with   the  conditions and  tempo of modern 

industry. 

In  the man;,   the  programmes of  the Centre   in Turin are  arranged  into  three 

categories^     those for managers and  consultants,   those for vocational training 

instructora and  those  i'or  technical   specialists and  foremen.     The length of 

the  programmes varies  from l;>  to ?A weeks.     The calendar of  programmes in I967 

and   I96?'   included,   for  example,  coursée   m management  of medium-sized enter- 

prises,  production operations,  marketing operations,   export  marketing, main- 

tenance   ind management   development;   training  for vocational   training instructora 

and  technical  specialists   included courses   in mechanical engineering,  automobil« 

and diesel  engineering,   training in maintenance,   electricity  and electronics, 

welding and  sheet-metal   work.     In  19Í9,   additional courses  for personnel 

administration,   labour   industrial relations and one or two others were added» 

The work of the Metal  Trades Committee of the  ILO already has been 

mentioned.    This Committee was established  in  194%   together with several other 

industrial committees,   to deal with labour and  social  problems of specific 

industries.     The Metal   Trades Committee held   its first  session   in 1946 and has 

met  eight  times.     It  should  be noted  that,   like all of the other  industrial 

committees and like the   International  Labour Office,   the Committee is tripartita 

in structure.     This means  that the  ILO,   its  industrial committees and all ele- 

ments of the Office have representatives not only of governments, but of 

employers and employers'   organizations and workers and workers'   organizations. 

For example, when the  International Labour Code waB drawn up  it had to be 

adopted by a conference of representatives of all  three groups.     It  is there- 

fore not a code imposed on trade unions,   for example,  or,   in discussing trade- 

union rights,  it  is not   imposed upon the employers.    All three groups meet and 

discuBs and agree to the various items adopted.     Each country represented on 

the Metal Trades Committee sends two government  delegates,   two employer dele- 

gates and two worker delegates to its sessions.     It  is  interesting to note 
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that,  at the first meeting of thin Committee, of the fourteen countries 

represented, only  two could be considered an developing.    When  it last met  in 

1965 at  the eighth session,  twenty-seven  countries were represented, of which 

one third  (nine)  were developing countries. 

In  the work   of  the   ILO Metal  Trades Committee,   ever-increasing emphasis 

is given  to  the  developing countries,   primarily because  theirs   is  the greatest 

problem that,  the world   lanes.     The Metal   Trades Committee   is concerned with 

industries  in,   for example,  the manufacture, repair and service of transporta- 

tion equipment,   electronics and ship-building, which are often referred to 

collectively as  engineering or metalworking manufacturing. 

The conclusions adopted by this Committee are generally applioable to a 

broad range of industries covered by the metal trades,  including the automo- 

tive industry.     In the paper a full list of the reports prepared by the Offioe 

for this Committee are listed.    These reports are available from the 

International Labour Office. 

The Committee normally adopts conclusions concerning proposed solution» 

to problems set and suggests action on the part of the governments or the 

| employers«  or the workers'  organizations,  or even by a single plant.    In prac- 

tice,  they contain suggestions for action that can be implemented in a number 

of ways.    Other conclusions request action from the ILO through  its research 

groups or statistical  branches.    Thus,   in the I965 meeting,  a resolution asked 

that  the Office collect  statistics in the automotive industry.    As a result, 

ILO began collecting available data on employment, wages, hours of work and 

injuries in the automobile industry on a world-wide basis. 

Some problems should be mentioned.     Statistics are not comparable, even 

in developed countries.     If France, the Federal Republic of Germany and the 

United States of America are compared,  a certain laok of comparability will 

be noted.    When the collection of statistics on a world-wide basis is attempted, 

the problem becomes immeasurably more difficult.    The results of the study are 

not yet available,  but hopes for it are not high. 

The conclusions adopted by the Metal Trades Committee are extremely varied. 

They oover the same area as the International Labour Code but at the industry 

level»    hours of work,  social seourity,  training,  job classification, systems 

of wage payment,  labour management and relations, safety and health, and other 

items. 

* 
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The paper reviewB briefly  the work of this Committee in the various 

areas at  üB various sessions.     The emphasis is,  of course, on the developing 

nations and what  the Committee has done in this area.     Some of the  items 

specifically taken up are production and employment,   technological  change, 

productivity,   and  automation as  related to the metalworking industries.     On 

thiB subject   1  would  like to quote from the paper.     Too often  ILO  is accused 

of being anti-management - this   is not   true.     These paragraphs show  the 

attitude of the Metal  Trades Committees 

"It should   perhaps be stressed at this point that the Committee 
has always  been  in agreement that a prosperous  and efficient  enter- 
prise was  essential especially to ensure  security of employment and a 
high standard of living  for workers.    Technological progress,  being 
inevitable,  necessary and desirable, deserved the support of governmental 
employers and workers.     However,  the Committee has felt that while all 
members oí' the community  should benefit  from the gains resulting from 
technological progress,   an equitable sharing of these gains would not 
necessarily take place automatically and the economic and social goals 
of workers,  employers and governments in each country should determine 
the way  in which these gains were distributed." 

Possibly the most significant successes of the Metal Trades Committee and 

its greatest achievement are to  be  found in serving as an international  forum 

for exchange of views between delegates of governments,  employers and workers* 

Tlie participation of employers'   and workers'  organizations in the Committee's 

work provides the best guarantee that the solutions worked out are realistio 

guidelines for the  industry within each country. 

To return to the subject of planning, which is of major interest to this, 

seminar, the ILO has realized for a number of years now that while manpower 

training programmes exist in some developing countries,  in most instances, lay 

the time the Organisation has received requests for experts to assist with 

vocational training and management-development  programmes,  it  is already too 

late.    Plants have been built and machinery for them has been ordered and is 

on its way and,  at this point,   it  is discovered that no one had been trained 

to operate it.    Consequently,   ILO devotes ever more of  its resources to man- 

power planning.    Without going  into details about this complex problem,  it 

should be made clear that manpower planning is essential to ensure that the 

supply and demand for manpower will correspond,  not only in the major seotors 

of the economy but  also in specific occupations. 
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AB 1B the case with other  areas of economi«r  and social pi*,,;,,*,  „.„„««r 
planning can be divided into three basic phases: 

(1) Evaluation of paBt  trends and assessment of future prospert.t 

(2) Determination of objectives and setting of target s ¡ 

(3) Selection of policies  and measures to  reach the targets. 

In practice these three phases  overlap somewhat. 

In the first,  phase as a starting point,  comprehensive statistics of the 

labour force,   by various characteristics, and particularly by geographical 

•ub-divisions,   industry, occupation and training attainments are needed. 

Unfortunately,  occupational and  educational classification are of recent 

origin, and the relevant statistics in many developing countries are at an 

•*rly stag« of development and are still of limited usefulness.    Additional 

requirements at this first sta«« are a growth model of industry, data on past 

trends in productivity, and analytical studies, all of whioh are needed to 

¿•rive estimates of manpower demand.    Finally, the demand for manpower by 

occupational categories must be translated into categories that specify the 

kinds and duration of education and training involved, since it is >nly by 

planning these things that an adequate supply of the revisits skilled man- 
power oan be assured. 

In the second phase, alternative sets of estimates based on key variables, 

including output and investment  and their distribution, ars worked out for 

teiployment and skill formation.     % exploring the various possibilities and 

by e process of reciprocal adjustment of these variables it is possible, on 

this basis, as part of tho elaboration of a comprehensive national develop- 

ment plan, to select a target that will provide for the most favourable 

combined growth of output,  employment and skills.     A common failing is that 

planning has often been oonfined to certain categories of manpower.    While e 

comprehensive approaoh has been preoluded by the limited data available, it 

ia a goal towards which efforts should be directed. 

Onoe the manpower targets have been set, manpower planning enters its 

third phase, whioh comprises the adoption of spec i fio policies and measures 

with regard to  investment and remuneration and the development of appropriate 

machinery suoh as vooational-training facilities and manpower services for 

attaining the targete. 
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in conci UP»on,  attention should   b« directed  to the   fact  that manpower 

planning  in  -in   interi]   part  of national   planning»    National   planning cannot 

develop  unlnnn  manpower-   pi artnern  work   in  fall   co-operation  with general- 

devel opment   planner?  an-»  with  other   ppe<- íal i /.ed   planners   in   euch related   fields 

an  «duration,     Yorecver,   to ensure   that  queétions  of human   resources,  which 

are general lv    »f  ' or¡ err¡   to a  large   number <'>f public  agencien   and  private 

bodies  engaged   in   the development   and    utilisation  of manpower,   are  dealt with 

in  full   know) e ige of the   issues and   interests; at   stake,   it   i •  der.irable  to 

have at  the national   level   a broadly  representative í rid  authoritative body 

for planning,   policy-making and co-ordination  purposes.    However,   it must be 

recognized   ti,.»t,   on  the whole,  even   in  countries where  planning has made 

headway,   the  supply  of manpower  from  educational   and  vocational   training 

uyfitems  still   remarne largely unrelated  to   levelopment needs   in both quality 

and quantity,   and  only  limited  action has been taken to   improve the utiliza- 

tion of available skilled  manpower.     This comment  is not  applicable only to 

developing countries}   in  the developed,  modern,   industrialized nations through- 

out the worl i   it will   be   found  that  a great  deal   of time  is being spent on 

manpower planing.     'Phil   is because   these nations now find   themselves with 

shortage?   in  various areas of skilled  and  semi-skilled  labour.     They have 

allowed  educational   and   vocational   training to proceed without  any direct  plana, 

and they discover,  for example,  that  they are training too many welders and 

perhaps no «séchâmes at all. 
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ANNEX 4 

8U1MARY OF THE PAPER "THE MOTORCYCLE,   ITS PRESENCE Attn FUTURE« 
BY V.  JANSAl/  

"The motoroycle is the  first   link  between transport  by human power,   the 

bicycle,  and powered transport,  and therefore will always be an  important 

means of motorization throughout  the world as a first step towards the motor 
oar. 

Ita versatility gives the motorcycle a firm position complementary to 

the «»tor car even in the most highly developed countries such as the United 
States. 

A few figures presenting the picture of the scale of the motoroycle pro- 

duction in the world and of the practical use of the motorcycle provide 

convincing proof that it is worth while to study the problems connected with 

«otoroyole manufacture and operation and their contribution to the economy: 

In recent years motoroycle production in the world reached about 
7 Million machines a year (as compared to less than 2 million in 1951)1 
the ex-works value of the production amounts to approximately 
UStl billion. J 

There are about 50 million motorcycles in operation in the world} they 
oost their owners about USII5 billion to purchase. 

Every seventieth inhabitant of the world rides a motorcycle. 

Both the world production and international trade in motorcycles show 

•Wadily growing trends.    There is a constant tendency towards concentration 

of production in the hands of large manufacturers. 

The probable perspective of the trend of manufacture appears favourable 

for a number of years to come.    Motoroycles play their role in the development 

of motorization,  serving as means of transport as well as for pleasure and 
•port. 

Just as with the manufacture of these vehicles, the necessary research 

and dtVPlopment are not simple matters. They require a considerable decree 

of specialised knowledge, experience and scientific approach in consequence of 

1/ The paper *ae presented to the ««miliar at document ID/Wi.U/lê. 
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the rising technical standards of motorcycles. Information about these stan- 

dards is available from the leading motorcycle manufacturers. 

Motorcycles are of significant importance for the economies of develop- 

ing countries as means of transport accessible in price to the wider public 

and as means for technical education of their users, contributing at the sama 

time to the improvement of living standards. 

It is advantageous to developing countries to take up motoroyole produc- 

tion in stages. The first stage should consist in the manufacture of simple 

components and the assembly of motorcycles from imported parts. The next 

stages in the manufacture of more complicated parts can lead, in some CM«I, 

to the manufacture of complete motorcycles in developing countries." 
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ANNEX 5 

STATEMENT ON REGIONAL CO-OPERATIONfl RY J.   BBCKEL 

It has already been Btated that,  in the majority of the developing coun- 

trieB,  only  limited local markets  exist.    As a matter of  fact, however,  the 

scales of production required to achieve an economic manufacture of vehicles 

with a significant content of nationally produced parts are generally very 

much greater than the actual size  of the markets.    Furthermore,  i„ many coun- 

tries that  are engaged today in the automotive industry,   the market is divided 

among several  manufacturers and a  large variety of models,   a fact „hich greatly 

affects developing countries in which the national  production as a whole  is 

relatively  important.     Consequently,   the production costs and consumer prices 

of the manufactured vehicles are high, and smaller countries in the first 

stages of the motor-vehicle industrialization encounter considerable diffi- 

culties in increasing the national  content of their products. 

It is mainly for these reasons that the developing countries have hoped 

to establish a regional co-operation that will allow them either to expand 

their production under more economic conditions or to establish their motor- 

vehicle industry on a firmer basis  from the very beginning. 

It might be convenient, in the first instance, to refer to the different 

experiments that countries and enterprises have made in regard to regional co- 

operation.    Analysis of these experiments shows that each government and eaoh 

enterprise will be able to draw the conclusions that may seem more appropriate 

to the orientation they wish to give  to their motor-vehicle development policy. 

AB a matter of fact,  during the sessions of a seminar such as this,  it would 

really be too ambitious to expect  to  find a universal  formula that would be 

adaptable to the diversity of all  the countries and regions undergoing devel- 

opment.    Furthermore, because of the complexity of this problem,  it would be 

necessary to examine it from different points of view and  m its full scope. 

However,  it   is evident that the necessary background information for many coun- 
tries is not  available. 

Reference is made to the situation in Latin America,  although other cases 

-hould be mentioned,  such as the regional co-operation envisaged by the coun- 

tries of the Maghreb and the proposals passed in the meeting of African 
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/ 
countries   in Cairo,-''   m   -nidi t.ion  to   the  proposals  on  regional  co-operation made 

in  the working document  submitted by  Mr.   T.   Yoßhiki,   Vice-President of the 
n / 

Society of Motor-Vehicle  Engineer? of Japan.u     A  case of co-operation between 

two  Latin  American  countries   is   illustrated   by  the   paper of Mr.   (J.   L.  Malleret, 

director of Citroën,  whici    describen   in nome detail   the co-operaUuii between 

the motor-vehicle   industries  of Argentina  and  Chile.-' 

However,  before describing some cases  of regional   no-operation that   exist 

or that have been attempted   in  the  field  of mot or-vehicle industry between 

Latin American  countries,    it   is necessary  to mention briefly  the  situation  of 

these countries,  in relation  to their economic and   industrial   co-operation   in 

general.     At  present  there   are   four  agreement!'  of  economical   co-operation  which, 

in  chronological   order,   are   the  f'"l lowing: 

(l)  The treaty of Montevideo,   or Latin American Free  Trade Association 
(LAFTA),   comprising Mexico and all of  the South American countries, 
except  French Ouiana,  Cuyana and Surinam; 

(?)   The Centrai   American Common Market,  comprised of:     Costa Rica, 
El   Salvador,   Guulomala,   Honduras and   Nicaragua; 

{S)  The Caribbean  Free Trade Market,   formed by  some Caribbean countries} 

(4) The Andean Croup, or the countries which have signed the presidential 
declaration of Logotd, which are: Bolivia, Colombia, Chile, Ecuador, 
Peru and   Venezuela.     A treaty   is  under  negotiation. 

In addition,   the statement of the Presidents  of American  States, who  Met 

in Punta del   Este   m 146 /" v   urged the  formation of a Latin American Common 

market, between  l'>70 and  lf'>.Q5, which would  integrate the LAFTA countries  and 

the Central  American Common  Market.     The Andean  Group intends  to reach basi- 

cally the same goal   as  the   Latin American Common  Market, but   in a shorter  tint* 

The  treaty  of the  Latin American Free Trade Association, as well as the  agree- 

ment of the Andean  Group,   which is not yet  in force,   provide,   as means of co- 

operation,  specific agreements on industrial sectors to be negotiated by  the 

member countries.    According to the provisions,   these sectoral agreements may 

\J  Symposium on  Industrial  Development   in Africa,   organized  by ECA and CID, 
Cairo,   .'an.-Feb.   1966. 

_\    "Problems of   integration,   specialization and   interregional   co-operation in 
the automotive   industry",   presented  to   the seminar as document  Iü/HG.13/5« 

•Ç   "Importance and   practical   applications  of technical   co-operation  in 
establishing or developing an automotive  industry",   presented to the   seminar 
as-  document   ll'-'WO.l V'','??. 
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stipulate a reduction of customs duties between the  signatory countries in 

order to increase their reciprocal trade.    Furthermore,  they may  include a 

proposal  for a common customs tariff structure and provide for the co-ordinati 

of the economic and  fiscal   policies that   influence  the competitiveness of the 

different  countries.     TTie outline of the Andean Group includes,   as an additional 

feature,   the Andean Development Corporation (Corporación Andina de Fomenta, 

an agency destined to provide  technical   assistance and strategical investments 

to the countries  of the Group that are temporarily  in an unfavourable compet- 
itive situation with relation to the others. 

AB far as the motor-vehicle  industry is concerned,  the countries of the 

Andean Group held a meeting  in I967.    The conclusions and recommendations of 

this  meeting highlights the  support the motor-vehicle industry has received 

from some of the Latin American Governments.    They also outline the forms of 

regional co-operation that are envisaged.    The representatives of this meeting 

concluded,  for instance, that  »the establishment of a motor-vehicle industry 

on an efficient and economic basis requires a production scale which exceeds 

the demand of the respective local markets».    Some of the recommendations are 
as follows: 

I (a) To grant mutual concessions in order to achieve a regular increase 
I and uniform distribution of the production activities designed to 
j meet the demand of motor vehicles in the associated countries5 

{b) To set up a permanent co-ordination and consulting committee that 
will establish the basis for the unification of motor-vehicle 
policies in the respective countries; 

(e) To incorporate, to the highest possible degree,  the looal private 
sectors in the preparation, co-ordination and execution of the pro- 
grammes by setting up committees, mixed consulting groups or similar 
institutions; 

(d) To adapt the programmes of the individual  manufacturers to the com- 
bined markets of the countries of the Andean Group; 

(•) To promote the installation and enlargement of those plants,  manu- 
facturing parts and components, which will  guarantee the highest 
production efficiency and quality; 

(f) To guarantee maximum efficiency in the motor-vehicle industry in 
avoiding diversity of models and standardizing,  to the highest 
possible degree,  the parts and components. 

The treaty envisaged by the countries of the Andean Group has not yet been 

fully negotiated.    This is why,  up to this time, an agreement on the motor- 

vehicle industry has not been enforced.    As already mentioned, however,  the 
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meeting on the motor-vehicle industry constitutes an instructive example of 

the objectives that have been considered by some Latin Amerioan oountries with 

regard to regional co-operation. 

As for LAFTA, no sectoral agreement relative to the motor-vehicle industry, 

on a multi-lateral basis, has yet been reaohed. However, several bilateral 

agreements are in force in Latin America. Illese operate between the following 

oountries: Argentina and Chile, Chile and Mexico, Colombia and Mexico, and 

Colombia and Venezuela. Furthermore, agreements between the industries of 

other countries have been drafted, but have not been ratified. The agreement 

reached in I967 between the Argentine and the Brazilian motor-vehicle manu- 

facturers should be mentioned in this connexion. Because of the situation of 

the parts and components manufacturers who might have been affected under the 

operating provisions of the agreement, the Governments of the respective ooun- 

tries refused ratification. 

Concerning the bilateral agreements that are in foroe, they appear te 

operate according to the same principles* Consequently, the operation of 

these agreements oan be illustrated by the example of the co-operation between 

Argentina and Chile. In both of these countries, existing legal regulations 

oblige the motor-vehicle manufacturers to incorporate into their production a 

oertain percentage of locally manufactured parts. In Argentina the required 

proportion of national integration is about 90 per oent of the valu« of a 

vehicle, and in Chile at present, this proportion is about 60 per cant. Botò 

oountries consider as looally made those parts which are imported from other 

oountries of LAFTA, provided that imports of parts are compensated by exports 

of parts of the same value. To encourage this type of exohange, customs 

charges have been suppressed in both countries for transactions that comply 

with this condition. Beoause the levels of production costs and prices aro 

not the same in Argentina as in Chile, the customs value is taken into aooount 

for balancing imports and exports. The customs value itself is roughly based 

on the f.o.b. value of the parts in the licensor's country of origin. Another 

feature of the agreement lies in the faot that the export-import transactions 

can only be accomplished by the motor-vehicle manufacturers, with no direct 

intervention of the manufacturers of parts. Consequently, this system can be 

applied only to the makes of vehicles produced in both countries. 

The agreement, enforced about three years ago, has shown its advantages, 

First of all, in both countries it allows the manufacture of some components 
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in larger .«ries and, consequently, at lower production coat«,    This advantage 

is partioularly f.lt in th. oountry with the «or. limited market, m this case 

Chile, because, owing to the size relation between the Argentine and Chilean 

markets, it can produce a much larger quantity of productB than if it were 

supplying only its home market.    Moreover, because of the same effect of size, 

Chile can compensate a large variety of imported parts with a corresponding 

••aller number of exported parts.    Evidently,  this provision promotes a certain 

specialization of the oountry with the smaller market. 

Another advantage of the compensation systems lies in the fact that the 

balance of payments remains unaffected.    That is to say, there is no drain of 

foreign exchange from any of the countries in question.    Moreover, it can be 

noted that Chile ha. benefited by foreign investment, as regards both the 

parts industry and the final-assembly plants, which were attracted mainly by 
tae prospect of higher earnings. 

Also, a few Argentine parts manufacturer« established their industries in 

Chile in order to penetrate the Chilean market and, on occasions, have increased 

futir share of the Argentine market through exports from Chile.    To understand 

«lie more clearly, it is necessary to point out that, with regard to the limited 

sise of the domestic market, Chilean authorities may support the establishment 

in the country of only one plant for each specialized part or component.    Con- 

sequently, an established parts manufacturer who can meet the requirements of 

hie customers, relative to quality and prices, has a quite stable position in 

his home market in addition to the possibility of exporting to Argentina.    It 

should be mentioned in this connexion that the variety of parts and components 

which are presently manufactured in Chile is not yet very large.    Thus,  the 

motor-vehicle manufacturers are quite eager to buy parts in Chile to export 

them to Argentina in order to compensate the imports of other parts required 

to oomply with national  integration content. 

In oertain cases the development of parts manufacture in Chile could 

affect the position of some parts manufacturers in the Argentine market.    The 

Argentine Government was therefore compelled to apply certain measures to 

limit the access of other countries to the local market.    These measures 

restrict, inter alia, the  imports from the LAPTA countries to 30 per cent of 

the domestic demand of motor-vehicle manufacturers.    Finally,  it must be 

pointed out that the agreement between Argentina and Chile has been m force 

for only a few years, and it is therefore too early to draw definite conclusions. 

;f 
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To  indicate  its actual  importance, however,  it may be mentioned that,  accord- 

ing to unofficial  information, the annual value of parte exchanged is about 

US$10 million. 

Anyone not  fully acquainted with  the Latin American situation will wonder 

why regional co-operation has not yet been translated into terms which would 

allow a keener  competition between the  firms established  in the  various coun- 

tries.    It is therefore relevant to point to a few aspects of the Latin American 

situation and to stress some of the difficulties that obstruct  industrial 

integration under more liberal conditions. 

One of the  participants in this seminar mentioned that one of the pre- 

requisites  for  the establishment of a motor-vehicle  industry in a given coun- 

try  is an  infrastructure of mechanical   industries.     In Latin America the 

mechanical   industries-*'represent an annual gross production value of roughly 

USflO billion.     Approximately five sixths of this production is more or less 

concentrated in Argentina,  Brazil  and Mexico.    Five other countries,  Colombia, 

Chile, Peru, Uruguay and Venezuela, represent approximately one sixth}    the 

other Latin American countries contribute only a very minor proportion of the 

total regional   production. 

It is therefore evident that such structural differences between groups 

of countries seriously impair the possibilities of the regional  co-operation 

on the basis of a free competition.    Actually,  the  smaller countries would 

have  little or  no possibility to compete against the bigger ones  in the region« 

Should such an approach be adopted,  the few existing enterprises in the 

smaller countries would be rapidly ruined ui   absorbed by those of the bigger 

ones,  thus increasing unemployment.    Structural differences of this kind are 

not  the only ones that impair the conditions  for fair competition between 

countries;  differences in  fiscal and economic policies between countries should 

also be mentioned. 

Although it seems extremely difficult to  judge what will happen in the 

motor-vehicle  industries in the field of Latin American co-operation,  some 

possible trends   in the next  few years  might be indicated.     It seems that the 

¿/ They comprise  the  following groups  of the  International  Standard Industrial 
Classification of All  Economic  Activities   (No.4/Rev.l;   58.XVII.7)   adopted by 
the United  Nations:     dr. ^i:    Manufacture of Metal  Products;     Or.36:     Manu- 
facture of Machinery,  except Electrical Machinery;    Gr.37¡     Manufacture of 
Electrical   Machinery;     Cr.s«:     Manufacture  of Transport Equipment. 
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main effect of bilateral compensation agreements similar to those existing 

between Argentina and Chile will be to contribute to  the extension of such 

agreements  in Latin America and  lead to an increase  in the volume of exchange 

between the countries.    Eventually the bilateral agreements will give way to 
a multilateral  scheme. 

The international  motor-vehicle manufacturers will progressively feel 

inclined to adopt  an over-all  programme  for their plants in Latin America. 

Thus,  the outcome  in the long run may be a certain specialization of countries 

concerning different models and makes.     Another consequence of an extension of 

agreement between countries would be that oach country involved would refrain 

from establishing  its own autonomous and   fully integrated motor-vehicle indus- 

try.    Obvious exceptions would be Argentina and Brasil,  since these countries 
have already reached this stage. 

Furthermore,  the Latin American Governments will  possibly establish pro- 

grammes of technical and financial assistance in order to aid and support 

the parts manufacturers who,  as in the CM« of the agreement between Argentina 

and Chile, would suffer from the effect of competitive imports made under 
bilateral agreements. 

It is evidently not a matter of subsidizing these enterprises but of 

helping them in the diversification or conversion of their production programme 

so that they can maintain their level of activity and find new outlets for their 

products.    The technical- and financial-assistance programmes could be admin- 

istered either through the existing governmental authorities or through 

specialized agencies to be set up for this purpose. 

In accordance with the bilateral or multilateral  features of the agree- 

ments,  bi-national  or multinational institutions could be established for 

providing technical  and financial assistance.    An example of such an institu- 

tion is the Andean Development Corporation,  although the activities of this 

agency will not be restricted to the motor-vehicle  industry. 

The compensation agreements will constitute a system of co-operation that 

will be valid only during the transitional  period.     Tt  seems obvious that,  with 

the progress  in the creation of the common market of the Andean Group and the 

establishment of the Latin American Common Market,  the conditiono of competition 

between the countries will have to be liberated.    At  that stage of regional 
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co-operation,  the technical- and financial-assistance agencies will also have 

to play an  important part because,  in addition to their other problems,  they 

will have to avoid excessive industrial  concentration in the larger countries 

of the region,  so as not to impair the individual possibilities of the smaller 

ones. 
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ANNEX 8 

DESCRIPTION OF FACTORIES VISITED 

Following the seminar,  the participants visited several motor-vehicle and 

ancillary plants.    The factories visited and the information gleaned at each 
of them are given below. 

"Jana Research and Design Centre". Prague (motorcycles) 

This plant was founded in I929 and developed the Czechoslovak 

sohool of motorcycle design.     It presently designs motorcycles of 

both road and special sports types.    The Centre has 300 employees,  of 

whom 100 are non-technical personnel.    Of these, 60 are highly skilled, 

30 are skilled,  and 10 are unskilled. 

Over-all employment at all Jawa plants is more than 3,000 and 

production amounts to 80,000 raotoroycles per year, 85 per cent of 

whioh is exported to more than 1O0 countries.    Czechoslovakia imposes 

a purchase tax of 300 per cent on motorcycles.    From 10  to 15 per cent 

of the company's expenditures are for research and development;  3.5 per 

oent of the cost of each motorcycle represents research and design 

ooats. 

"Jura Production Plant", lyneo1 (motorcycles) 

•Hie Jawa company has six plants in Czechoslovakia,  three of whioh 

do assembly work.    Total production is 300 motorcycles daily.    In the 

plant visited,  2,600 persons are employed,  on a two-shift basis. 

"PAL". Kbely (eleotrioal accessories) 

This company serves as an ancillary industry to the motor-vehicle 

and aircraft industries and produces all of the electrical equipment 

and accessories for them.    More than 1,000 different items are manu- 

factured.     Among the items produced are danhboard instruments, wind- 

soreen wipers, push-button switches and automobile heaters.    The 

oompany has four other plants in the vicinity of Prague.    During the 

five years I964-I968, production increased at the rate of 10 per cent 

yearlyj in I969 this rate was running at 18 per cent. 
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At present this factory is working two shifts on parts production 

and one shift on assembly.  Of its production, t> per cent is for direct 

export, although actual figures, including equipment mounted on 

vehicles, is somewhat higher.  The company has investment plans for 

the next two years which are in line with the over-all expansion plana 

of the motor-vehicle industry. 

PAL does applied research work, but basic research is done at a 

special institute set up by CAZ (Ceskoslovenské Automovilové Závody), 

the Czechoslovak automobile trust.  PAL has 4, "300 employees, ^,000 of 

whom work at the plant visited. Of these, 500 are technical employees, 

15 per cent of whom are graduate engineers. 

"LIAZ"| Kbely (electrical accessories) 

This company manufactures diesel engines and chassis for buses and 

trucks. At the time of the visit, a new plant was being set up for the 

production of a diesel engine of new design. At the old factory, whioh 

was not visited, yearly production of a 165-horsepower, two-stroke, 

six-u/linder engine is 10,000 units.  The new plant will produce a 

200-horsepower, two-stroke, six-cylinder engine which, with a turbo- 

charger, can be rated from ?40 to ^00 horsepower. 

The scrap rate for castings is 4.5 per cent.  Of total produotion, 

54 per cent is for export, of whioh 7 per cent is to non-socialist 

countries. 

The new plant will have two automatic transfer lines! one for 

cylinder heads, the other for engine blocks. It is hoped to reach by 

I973 a production cycle that will produce a completely machined block 

every six minutes, or 25,000 blocks yearly, on a two-shift basis. Only 

8 per cent of the machine tools in this new plant will be imported. 

The rest, including the new machine-test cells, will be of Czechoslovak 

design and origin. 

"Skoda", Miada Boleslav (production and testing of diesel engines) 

In this plant, production of the model 100MB Skoda automobile 

exceeds S00 vehicles daily, on a two-shift basis.  In the early 1950s, 

only 50 Skoda automobiles were produced daily, but the goal for the 

1970B is 1,000 daily.  In I96B, 40 per cent of production was for 

export. 
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In Czechoslovakia,  a model  100MB Skoda automobile costs /!S,(XV 

Chechoslovakian crowns,   and   there is a two-year wait in* period  for 

delivery.    Sixty per cent  of the purchase price of the vehicle  con- 

siste of purchased elements,   including raw materials as well as certain 
parts. 

The engine of this model  has an aluminium block,  made by the 

pressure die-casting process,  and a cast-iron head.     The pressure die- 

oasting machines were made under licence  in Italy,   while the aluminium 

•»«Iters  (Siemens) were made under licence in Austria.    Among the 

conveyors used are those of Fisher and Ludlow of the United Kingdom 

and of the Compagnie Française des Conveyeurs of France, while the 

crankshaft balancing machine   is a product of Schenck  in the Federal 

Republic of Germany.     It was noted that a great deal  of the sheet metal 
used  is imported from Austria. 

"Wstae".  Tfrnec (iron and aluminium foundry) 

This plant manufactures a wide range of iron and aluminium cast- 

in«»,  primarily for the automotive industry but also for industry in 
general. 

The iron-casting facilities have a yearly capacity of 13,000 tons 

and employ about 500 workers.    Pour electrio-induction fumaoes and one 
aro furnace are used. 

The aluminium-casting facilities have a yearly capacity of 3,000 

tons and employ ?6o workers.     The largest cast part weighs about 100 kg. 

There are separate sections  for sand-casting and die-casting.    Neither 

eoetion has an automatized casting system. 
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